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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The dev9lopment of e arly patterns of mother-infant 

a t t achment are critical f or the survival of the infant. 

I n d eed , t he nature of t he relation s hip formed determines 

t h e success or failure of the infant's emotional 

d evelopment and how he will later cope with social 

s t r esses. 

Establishing this relationship is also importan t to 

t he development of early mothering patterns. The 

e stabl ishment of this relationship is often delayed, 

h owe v er, when the mothe r is b i ologically , emotionally, 

and social ly imma ture . Unfor·tunately, there has been an 

i ncreasing number of these young women who face motherhood 

p rematurely, often before their own nurturing needs h ave 

been satisfied. Statistics published in 1975 b y the 

United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare 

indicated that in 197 0 there were 656,460 infants born 

to young women under 1 8 years of age with an annual 

increase s ince this time of appro ximately 3,000. The 

young mother and her infant exhibit a greater incidence 

of morbid ity and mortali ·ty . The young mother also faces 

greater economi c , educational,and emotional problems. 

1 
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The se facto rs often interfere with the young mother's 

willingness and capability for responsible motherhood. 

Because of the frequency of such cases, many researchers 

cons ider the needs of the adolescent mother and her 

infant to c on s titute one of today' s most urgent health 

and social problems. 

There is no clearl y established age that a young 

person is likel y to atta in s ocial, emotional, a~d 

co gnitive maturity ; nevertheless, when one becomes a 

mother the as s umption is made that she has achieved a 

certain degree of maturity . Usually when the individual 

become s biologically mat ure he is able to conceptualize 

a t an a b strac t l eve l; however, there is the individual 

who ma y never achieve a level of deductive reasoning and 

conceptualizat ion indicative of mature thought processes. 

Phy s i cal maturity de velops much earlier than e mo tional 

and social maturity and most often before acce p tance and 

incorporation of one's own body image and sexua l i dentity. 

Thus, the young mother will have various levels of 

emotional maturity and cognitiv e ability available for 

the task of mothering . 

Researchers have determined that the mother generally 

responds to her infant in a predictable manner with a 

predictable pattern of tactile and affiliativ e behaviors. 
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In addition, certain prenatal and postnatal factors have 

b een identified that seem to influence the development of 

mothering behaviors. Most of the studies on maternal

infant attachment have focu sed on the older mother and 

the proces s by whi ch she becomes attached to her infant. 

The attachment behaviors of the a dolescent mother must be 

identified to determi ne if they are different from those 

at tachment behav iors of h e r older counterpart. 

Problem of St udy 

The prob l em of thi s study was to investigate and 

d etermine if there were differences in the materna l 

attachment behav i or s exhibited by the 12-1 6- year-old 

primipara when compared to the maternal attachment 

behav iors e xhibited by the 20-24-year-old primipara 

toward the newborn i nfant. 

Justification of Problem 

The relationship between mother and child persi sts 

throughout the lifet ime of each. For the mo ther, the 

relationship often serve s as a maturat i on factor in her 

life. For the child, the relationship is a crucial 

factor because his continued existence depends largely 

on t h e quality a1 .d quant i ty of care that he receiv es. 
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Steele and Pollock (1968) described the tasks, 

r esponsibilities, and attitudes that constitute this care 

a s t he "mothering function", a process by which an adult 

(a mature, capable, self -sufficient person) assumes the 

care of an infant (a helpless, dependent, immature 

p erson ). According to Steele and Pollock (1968), 

mothering is composed of two components: physical care

taking and emotional factors. The physical caretaking 

activities include "feeding, hold ing, clothing, and 

cleaning the infant, protecting it from harm and nroviding 

motility for it" (p . 113) . The second component of 

mother ing includes attitudes of tenderness and concern 

for the child's needs and desires . Clark (1979 ) defined 

mothering as the acts of tender, warm behavior exh~bited 

in the interest of the child and added that mothering 

included the ability to love unconditionally. 

This process has also been described as attachment, 

bonding, tie, affection, and dependency. Ainsworth 

(1969) described the process as that of attachment 

formation, the basis for a positive mother-inf ant 

relationship. Such a relationship Ainsworth (1969) 

characterized as a discriminating and speci fic affectional 

tie that one person formed to another speci fic person , 

thus binding them in space and enduring over time. The 
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author further described attachment as a reciprocal 

r e l ationship that implied excitation of each member. 

Mer cer (1977 ) defined attachment as the affectional and 

emotional commitment that one individual has to another 

that is facilitated by positive feedback to each 

individual through a mutually satisfying interactive 

experience. 

Fromm (1956 ) equated attachment with love. 

Wh ile we find love, or rather, the equiv a
lent of love, in animals, thei r attachments are 
mainly a par t of their instinctual equipment ; 
only remnants of this instinctual equipment 
can be seen operating. . Man can only go 
f orward by d e v eloping his reason, by finding 
a new harmony, a human one, instead of the 
prehuman harmony wh ich is irretrievably 
lost. (p. 6) 

According to Fromm (1956) attachment is a complex 

affectional bond that is a more or less culturally 

d etermined, learned behavior that develops over time. 

Specific maternal behaviors related to attachmen t 

have been determined to be significant to the formation 

of the mother-infant relationship (Brody/ 1956; Klaus 

& Kennell, 1976; Rubin, 1961). These behaviors include 

eye-to-eye contact, touch, verbal identification, and 

holding position for the infant. These behaviors should 

change gradually as the mother becomes more personally 

involv ed with her infant (Rubin, 1967). Robson and Moss 
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(197 0) determined that the release of maternal feelings 

appeared to depend largely on the infant's capacity to 

exhibit behaviors characteristic of adult forms of social 

commun ication . 

Pregnancy, l a bor , and birth are critical periods in 

the development of mothering beha vior. During pregnancy 

and often before conception occurs, many women hold 

preconceived notion s of the "ideal or fantasy infant" 

(Rubin, 1972 ). At bir t h, this "fantasy " in f ant becomes 

the real infant, and the degree to which the dream infant 

is perceived to resemble the real infant may well influence 

the acceptance process (Clark, 1979 ) . The labor process 

also affects the p rimary attachment of the mother to her 

infant . Irrrmediately following delivery, the mother may 

be particularly vulnerable with respect to formin g 

maternal attachment because of increased d ependen c y needs 

(Rubin, 1967 ). 

Klaus and Kennell (1976) determined that contact 

between the mother and her infant in the early postpartal 

period influenced the development of mothering behavior. 

Mercer (1977) determined that this sensitive per i od does 

not cont inue a utomatically and intuitively for the human 

mo ther a nd could be interrup t e d by several factors . One 

of these f actors, stated Mercer (1977) may be t he social, 
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cognitive, a nd emotional immaturity of the mother. Mercer 

(19 77) dete r mined t hat the immature mother has more 

diff iculty p l acing t h e needs of another before her own, 

cons i dering opt ions f rom another's viewpoint, and 

acquiescing to a d emandin g inf ant whi le postponing her 

own d es i r e s. Tho s e fa c tors which delay the establishment 

of the mo ther- infa n t relat i o nsh i p are considered as 

threate ning to the quantity and qu a l i ty of the infant's 

life (Me r cer, 1977 ) . 

Although nurse s are o ften able t o i denti fy mothers 

who r e a ct passi vely, or negatively toward their newborn 

infants, the nurses ' o b serva t i on s ma y be bas e d o n 

intui t ion ra the r than o n a sys t ematic assessment of 

be haviors based o n sci entific theory and practice. Nurses 

need t o recognize the a t tachment process and a s ses s 

maternal behaviors to i dentify and r educe potential 

maladaptiv e mother-infant relationships. The ear l y 

assessment, detection of dev iations, and the r a p e u t i c 

interventio n o f families with malada ptiv e maternal 

behaviors may be importan t factors i n the pre vention of 

child abuse, menta l i llness, and many psychosoma tic and 

learning d i sorders. 
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Theoretical Framework 

The current use of the term attachment in the 

psychological literature sterns from Bowlby (1953), who 

strongly influenced continuing research in this area. 

The author maintained t ha t there must be a warm, intimate, 

and continuous relat ionship that i s mutually satisfying 

between a mother and her infant in order to prevent 

mental illness. In study i ng interpersonal relationships, 

Bowlby (1969) formulated a biological appro a ch, a t heory 

based on ethological princ iples. In h is original thesi s , 

Bowlby (1953) described the infant's attachment to his 

mother as successively stemming from a number of species

characteristic behavior systems which are initially 

independent of each other, emerge at different times, a nd 

become centered around the mother as the chief ob ject , 

thus binding the child to the mother and the mother to 

the child. 

Bowlby (1969) determined that infancy was the crucial 

period during which attachment behavior emerged and 

described the effect of infant behavior upon the 

development of maternal behaviors. Attachment was viewed 

as developing out of the interaction between those innate 

infant behav iors such as crying, sucking, smiling, 

clinging, and followin g and the maternal responses that 
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they released (Bowlby, 1969). Other investigators (Brody, 

1 956; Klaus & Kennell, 1976; Rubin, 1961) suggested that 

the mater~al responses significant to the formation to 

t he mothe~-infan t relationship were vi sual, tactile, and 

verbal co~tact and holding position of the infant. 

According to Rubin (196 7 ) and Klaus and Kennell (1976), 

as the mother responds to her infant, she becomes 

acquainted and more comfortable with him. The mother 

t he n progresses to the communication and caretaking 

activities o f the mothering process. The mother must be 

able to perceiv e , understand, and sensitively r espond to 

and care for her newborn infant. 

The mother- i nfant relationship provides the framework 

for the infant's growth and development--physiological, 

psychological, and social. During the child's early 

period of attachment to his mother, he learns by her 

responses whether or not she loves him and whether or not 

he can trust her (Erikson, 1963). According to t he 

author, if a child can have his needs satis factorily met 

by his mother in a consistent manner , he will begin to 

de velop a trust in her that will reflect an initial trust 

in himself that will, in turn, apply to the other signifi-

cant peopl e in his life. By having a trusting and loving 

I 
} ' 
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rela tionship with his mother, the individual may begin to 

define his own self-worth (Erikson, 1963). 

The development of the personality, postulated 

Er ikson (1963 ) , evolves as the child reacts to his 

changing body and to his environment. The author 

descr ibed predictable age-related stages during which 

specific changes were assumed to take place. His theory 

evolved from both the ps y c hosexua l influences of Freud 

and the cultural influences of the individual and 

emphasized a hea lthy personality as o pposed to a patho

logic approach . The author also identified eight s t a ges 

o f psychosoc i al development that occur during the 

individual's life cycle, each occurring at a part i cular 

age with a specific developmental task to be resolv ed 

during each stag e. In his theory, Erikson (1963 ) f ocu sed 

on the epigenesis of the ego which is characterized by 

an orderly sequence of development at these particular 

stages. Successful completion of each sta ge was deter

mined by the author to be dependent on t h e sati sf2ctory 

completion of the previous stage. 

Each stage as described by Erikson (1963) posses ses 

two components--the favorable and unfavorable aspects of 

the developmental t .ask; moreover, progression to the 
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successive stage is dependent on resolution of this task. 

No t ask is ever solved in its entirety; each new 

situ ation pre sents the conflict in a different form. 

Each a chieved stage involves a developmental turning 

point, a crucial period of vulnerability , and heightened 

potential during whi c h the individual either increases 

his emotional health or bec ome s maladj u s ted. A crisis to 

Erik son (1963) represe nted the developmental aspects of 

the individual, and was not viewed as a catastrophic 

threat. Crisis, then, i s regarded as a n o r mal and 

expected occurrence in the process of the individual 's 

psychosocial deve lopment, i.e., puberty, marriage, 

parenthood a re v iewed a s developmental periods of 

increased susceptibility to crisis. 

Erikson's (1963 ) description of the devel opmental 

tasks to be resolved during the eight stages of personality 

development provided distinctive goals with lasting 

outcomes once the levels had been success fu l ly atta ined . 

For example, the task to be completed during the period 

of adolescence (12-18 years) is that of identity . This 

developmental stage is characterized by rapid and marked 

physical changes. Previous trust in the child's body 

becomes jarred, and he becomes o verly preoccupied with 

how he appears to others as opposed to his own self-concept. 
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Th e adolescent struggles to discover his identity within 

peer bounds, to integrate his concepts and values within 

socie tal bounds, and to make decisions regarding his 

f uture career. Unsuccessful resolution of this stage 

re s u lts in identity confusion (Erik son, 1968). 

The task to be completed in early adulthood is that 

o f intimacy . I n this s tage the individual builds a 

sense of intimacy on a sense of identity. He has the 

c a pacity to d e ve lop a n i n timate lov e relationship with 

a no ther indi v i dua l as well as intimate interpersonal 

relationships wi t h frie nds and other s of significance . 

If the individual does not resolve this stage, he feels 

isolated and alone while successful resolution results in 

affi liation and love (Erik son, 196 3). 

In young middle adulthood the task to be completed 

is that of generativity (Erikson, 1963). During this 

stage, one produces and cares for the next generation. 

This developmental level is characterized by the nurtur

ance of one's own child or the child of another union. 

The individual who has successfully mastered the pre v ious 

developmental stage of intimacy will mo ve into the 

generativity stage wi th confidence. If the individual is 

unsuccess ful in resol ving this stage, he becomes self

absorbed and stagnant instead of a caring individual. 
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The adult's failure to master the situation becomes one 

f a ctor in disturbed family relationships and has a 

significant impact on a child's physical and emotional 

we l l -being (Erikson, 1963). 

Assumptions 

Th e fo l lowi n g assumptions were made for the 

purpose of this stud y : 

1. Motherhood i s a developmental crisis. 

2. Adol e scenc e i s a developmenta l crisis. 

3. Maternal be ha vior is influenced by infant 

b e havior . 

4. Infant behav ior is influenced by maternal 

behavior . 

5. The mother is a base of emotional and biolog ic 

security for the infant. 

6. A sensitive period exists during the early post

partal period for both the mother and the infant. 

7. Maternal attachment behaviors are observable, 

such as talking, touching, inspection, smiling, e y e - to -eye 

contact, holding infant "en face," and enfolding . 

Hypothesis 

The following null hypothesis was deemed pertinent 

to this study : 
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There will be no significant difference in the 

a verage maternal attachment score of 12-16-year-old 

p rimiparas compared to the average score of 20-24-year-old 

p rimiparas as observed at mo ther-newborn interaction 

dur i ng a scheduled infant feeding period. 

Definition o f Terms 

For the purpose o f this study and for clarification 

of terminology, a n umbe r of definitions were established. 

Maternal attachment--the extent to which a mother 

p erceiv es her infant as occupying an essential position 

in her life. 

Maternal attachment behaviors--those observable 

behav iors e xhib ited by the mother as she responds to her 

infant during communication and caretaking activities, 

such as, observing infant's appearance and behaviors , 

identifying infant 's physical condition, perceiving the 

infant as another human being, including the infant in 

the family, talking to the infant, establishing eye 

contact with the infant, demonstrating physica l closeness 

with the infant, c hangi ng behaviors in r esponse to the 

infant's behavior, recognizing the infant's needs and 

providing appropriate care, p lanning for ways to care 
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fo r the infant at home, exhibiting perception of infant 

and of self. 

Newborn infant--a child of either sex from birth to 

1 wee k of age. 

Primipara--a person who becomes a mother for the 

firs t time from ages 12-16 years and 20-24 years. 

Limitations 

The following li~itations were recognized for the 

purpo ses of this study: 

1. The presence of an observ er may have altered t h e 

normal s tate of ma ternal at t achment behavior. 

2. The lack of privacy may have altered the normal 

state of maternal attachment behav ior. 

3. The health status of the mother may hav e 

influenced maternal attachment behavior. 

4. The health status of the infant may have 

influenced maternal attachment behavior. 

5. The size of sample may not have been sufficient 

to generalize the maternal behavior of the general 

population. 

Summary 

Successful establishment of the mother-infant 

relationship has been determined necessary for the 
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physiological, psychological, and social growth and 

deve lopment of the child. In establishing this relation

ship , the ~other has been observed to respond to her 

infant in a predictable manner with a predictable pattern 

of behaviors. The nurse can use her knowledge of 

maternal attachment behaviors based on scientific theory 

and practice to s y stematically assess mothering patterns 

and etermine whether t hey are adaptive or maladaptive. 

Any f a ctor, such as the social, emo tional, or cognitive 

i~~aturity of the mother , which inhib i ts adaptive behavior 

in the establishment of the mother-infant relation ship is 

viewed as threatening to the quality and quantity o f 

the infant' s life. With the rapidly increasing number 

of pregnan t adolescents each year, the immaturity of the 

mother has become a growing concern for health care 

professionals. This study was directed towards the 

mother-infant interactions between 12-16-year-old 

primiparas as compared to 20-24-year-old primiparas. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Thi s study focused on the attachment behaviors of 

the young adolescent and the young adult mother towards 

the newborn infant. Review of the literature g e rmane to 

this study was d~rected towards the development of 

maternal attachment and the factors which influence this 

process , the epxected maternal attachment behaviors, the 

development of the adolescent and the adolescent mother. 

Development of Mate r nal Attachment 

Since the studies of Spitz (1945) and Bowlby (1953) 

health care professionals have been concerned with 

mother -infant interactional patterns. The earl y studies 

of mother-infant interaction focused on t he process by 

which the infant becomes attached to his mother (Ain s worth , 

1969; Bowlby, 1953; Spitz & Cobliner, 1965). Only within 

recent years has the mother's role in the formation of 

the mother - infant relationship been studied (Klaus & 

Kennell, 1976; Rubin, 1967). 

Because the infant i s totally dependent upon his 

mother fo r all his physical and emotional needs, the 

17 
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attachment ties may well determine his survival and 

optimal development (Klaus & Kennell, 1976). Although 

the actual process is unknown by which mother-infant 

attachment bonds are formed, the authors have postulated 

that there are certa i n periods which are probably crucial 

to the formation of attachment. The periods are 

plann ing the pregnancy, confirming the pregnancy, fetal 

movement , birth , see ing the infant, touching the infant, 

and caretaking (Kl a us & Kennell, 1976) . Klaus and 

Kennel l (1 970 ) stated that the manner in which a mother 

care s fo r her i nfant 

. is de_ived fr om a complex mix ture made 
up of he~ endowment or ge~etics, the way the 
baby respond s to her , a long history of 
interpersonal relations with her own family, 
past experiences with this or other pregnancies, 
and absorption of the values and practices of 
her culture. (p. 1015) 

Benedek (1950) described the parent-child relation-

ship as being mutually rewarding and fundamental to the 

individual's development of a feeling of confidence in 

the expectations that others would be willing to help and 

that he is worth helping. Erikson's (1963) concept of 

basic trust is similar to this. The author postula ted that 

the relationship formed between mother and infant is the 

basis for t he adult 's e ventual relationships with others 

and his ability to seek h elp from others, i.e., the 
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individual who develops basic trust tends to be more 

social and able to seek and accept assistance from others. 

In contrast, the individual who develops a sense of 

mistrust, tends to be alienated and isolated (Erikson, 

1963) . 

Brody (1956) stated that in the first years of the 

infant's life the mother actively provides many passive 

satisfactions to the child, and is perceived as having 

the power to grant o r wi thhold all the pleasures that the 

child can imagine to be crucial. I f a child can have h i s 

needs satisfactor ily me t by his mother in a consis t ent 

manner, he will begin t o de velop a trust in her that will 

re flect an initia l trust in himself that will, in turn, 

appl y to the other significant people in his life. If 

the child cannot develop a trusting relationship with his 

mother, his self-concept may be limited , and h is ab i lity 

to maintain trust in himself and in others wil l become 

increasingly difficult. By having a trusting and lov ing 

relationship with his mother, he ma y begin to define his 

own self-worth. 

Others have suggested that the ability to mother 

begins during chi l dhood and is related to the kind of 

identification a woman has had wi th her own mother 

(Deutsch, 1944). Benedek (1 970) postulated that there is 
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a psychologic source available for the ability to mother 

tha t is synonymous with personality and that this 

emotional quality develops under environmental and 

cul tural influences. The memory of how the individual was 

parented surges up when a baby is born and influences 

that individual's own parent i ng behav ior. 

Antepartum Factors 

Pregnancy itself influences maternal attachment 

behavior. Many have described an intra p s ychic disequilib

rium dur ing p r egnancy which precedes a reorganiza tion of 

cognitive processes and li fe-style that e nables the 

woman t o in tegrate her role as the mother of her new 

infant . Bibring (1959) viewed pregnancy as a develop

me ntal task and a period of crisis. Wi~nicott (1965 ) 

described this period as primary maternal preoccupation ; 

the time when the mother would be able and will ing to 

drain interest from herself to her infant ~ Rub in (1970) 

described a cognitive style of pregnancy , one of 

inconclus ive questioning and uncertainty , when the now of 

pregnancy became a reality. Colman and Colman (1971) 

spoke of an altered state of consciousness. Regardless 

of how the period has been described, pregnanc y is a time 

when a woman has been observed to reorient her life so 
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that she may form a unique relationship with her infant. 

Disorders in this relationship may occur when the mother's 

self-interests are too compulsive to be abandoned, so 

that she is incapable of establishing a relationship with 

the infant (Winnicott, 19 65 ) . 

Kennedy (1973 ) observ ed factors which might affect 

the maternal-infan t attachment process: physical and 

emot ional d iscomfor t s; cinancial status; alteration of 

future pl a ns ; d e priva tions o f food , c l othing, ac_i vity , 

or s leep; threa t e n ed l oss of husband's love; fears and 

worr i es about the fetus, about one's adequacy as a 

mother, o r about l abor and delivery; and social isolation. 

Planned pregnancy could be viewed as a praiseworthy 

accomplishment or as ego-building. Conversely, unplanned 

or unwanted pregnancy could be viewed as being a mistake 

and as ego-deflating in consequence. Mercer (1977) 

discovered that the social, emotional, and cognitiv e 

immaturity of the individual could also e xert a negative 

influence on the maternal-infant attachment process. 

Bibring (1959), in describing the behavioral changes 

that occur during pregnancy, characterized the first task 

of mothering as occurring in the early weeks of gestation 

when the mother would accept the growing fetus as an 

integral part of herself. When the woman perceived fetal 
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movement, she would begin to consider the developing 

infant as a separate individual and would gradually 

prepare psychologically for delivery and anatomic 

separation (Bibring, 1959). If a medical problem 

threatened the health or survival of the fetus or the 

mother during th i s period, the mother's planning for the 

infant and the subsequent attachment process would be 

retarded (Klaus & Kennell, 1970 ) . Kennell , Slyter, 

and Kl aus (197 0), in a study of mothers who had lost 

their newborns , determined that attachment was e xperienced 

during pregnancy and hypothesized that the mothers would 

not have mourned the loss of their infants if there had 

been no atta chment. 

Rubin (1967 ) reported that as fetal movement was 

perceived, the woman experienced accelerated fantasies 

about the infant. The mother would imagine her unborn 

child's appearance, pattern of behavior, expected 

accomplishments, and effect of the infant of her life

style. How closely the dream child resembled the real 

child would influence the acceptance process. 

Intrapartum Factors 

The experiences during labor and delivery which seem 

to have an influence on the development of attachment are 
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number of hours and difficulty of labor, place of 

delivery, analgesia and anesthesia administered, obstet

rica l intervention, the mother•s body performance, and her 

self-control (Clark, 1979). Newton and Newton (1962) 

noted that the mothers who were most likely to be 

accepting and pleased with their newborn infants at 

first sight were those who stayed calm and relaxed in 

labor , cooperated with their attendants, received more 

solicitous care, and had good rapport with their atten

dants . Robson and Moss (1 970) reported from a study of 

54 primiparous mother s during labor and delivery that 

the mothers aimed at completing the task at hand as 

quick l y and pain lessly as possible, and if they h a d 

thoughts of the infant, it was with concern about their 

physical well-being. 

Postpartum Factors 

Klaus and Kennell (1976) and Barnett , Leiderman, 

Grobstein, and Klaus (1970) proposed that the earl y 

newborn period may be a critical time for the d e v elopment 

of maternal attachment& First, there is a sensitive 

period during the early hours and days after birth during 

which the maternal-infant interaction has the potential 

for being a heightened experience. In the first hour 
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after delivery, mothers need to see, touch, hold, fondle, 

and suckle their infants. If given the opportunity, 

mothers will continue to observe, touchi hold, and fondle 

their infants for long periods of time, thus building the 

rela tionship between them. In a study by Klaus, Jerauld, 

Kreger, McAlpine, Steffa, and Kennell (1972), mothers 

who had their infants in this first hour after delivery 

and for 5 extra hours on each of the following 3 days 

demonstrated more soothing behaviors, were more reluctant 

to leave their infants, and displayed more en face behav ior 

than the other group of mothers who received the tradi

t iona l hospital treatment. 

Second, early physical contact allows the mother to 

see, smell, touch , explore, and inspect her infant and 

thereby begin a reality-based verification of her infant's 

existence. The first exploring touches, the struggle to 

achieve and maintain eye contact, and the sorting out of 

individual characteristics are all part of the process 

the mother experiences. The sooner these events occur in 

the mother-infant relationship, the sooner the mother is 

able to identify and accept her infant's unique and 

individual characteristics. The identification and 

acceptance of these characteristics permit congruency of 
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def init ions as the fantasized child of pregnancy is 

relinqu ished for the child of reality (Clark, 1979; 

Rubin 1972). 

Barnett et al. (1970) determined that separation of 

the mother and infant in the neonatal period may not 

p e rmit the mother to develop an attachment to her infant 

a t the time when she is most sensitized to be responsible 

to h im. In a study of 41 mothers of premature infants 

who were allowed to han d l e and feed their infants and 16 

mothers who were not allowed to participate in these 

activities 1 Barnett et al. (1970) found that the mothers 

who were denied participation experienced a long period 

of severe deprivation, were less responsive to t h e 

infant, and unable to assume responsibility for his care . 

Seashore, Leifer, Barnett, and Leiderman (1973) sugges t e d 

that the mother who is separated from her p remature 

infant for as little time as 3 weeks in the immediate 

postpartum period can experience lowered feelings of 

maternal competency and decreased maternal attachment 

sometimes lasting as long as 1 month following reun ion 

of mother and infant. 
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Infant's Influence 

The infant's ability to precipitate and encourage 

maternal attachment behavior as early as the first day of 

life h as been demonstrated . The infant has been found 

capabl e of responding selectively to variations in 

auditory, tactile, and olfactory stimuli during this 

time . He is also able to establish e y e contact with his 

mother i mmediately after birth (Oremland & Oremland, 

1973) . In addition , Condo n and Sande r (1974) demonstrated 

that the newborn infant synchronizes his movements with 

the ar t icul atory segments of adult speech. The i n fant 

is capable not only of responding to stimuli and parti-

c ipating in interactions, but also of initiating the 

interactions themselves (Klaus & Kennell, 1976 ) . 

The newborn infant has the potential for influencing 

and shaping his env ironment, particularly his interaction 

with significant others (Bowlby, 1953). The docile, 

passive infant will probably receive less attent i on and 

stimulation than will an alert, activ e infant. 

Stone and Church (1975) also mentioned the infant's 

role in providing a "stimulus" for maternal-infant 

interaction: 

How babies get treated by their parents is 
in some measure a p roduct of the baby's own 
quali ties, actual or perceived. We hav e 
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assumed too easily that caretaking patterns 
spring directly from parental personalities 
forgetting the extent to which the baby as 
a stimulus regulated his parents. (p. 110) 

Barnard (1974 ) demonstrated that by instruction of 

p arent s in the unique characteristics of their infant, 

a mor e positiv e attitud e toward the infan t can be 

developed, that t he inf an t will demonstrate less feeding 

and sl e eping probl ems, a nd that there will be a conse-

quently hi gher level of activ ity and alertness i n the 

infan t . 

Materna l Attachment Behaviors 

Cropl e y (197 9 ) described "observ ing the infant's 

a ppearance" as s pending time looking at the baby, 

other than when providing care; inspecting head , trunk , 

and extremities; partially unwrapping baby to obse r ve 

body features; and commenting on baby's features , e. g ., 

size, sex, and hair. Such factors as size, body build, 

sex, and general health hav e the potential for fulfi l ling 

the expectations of the mother. The first impressions 

created are basic to the formation of a positive or 

negative attachment towards the infant (Kennedy , 1973). 

Robson and Moss (1970) and Rubin (1972) each 

described a process ~nitiated at birth and continuing for 

a considerable period o f t ime, in which fantasies of the 
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infan t which occurred during the pregnancy, glve way to 

the conscious awareness of the infant in reality. During 

the process, the mother attempts to gain knowledge of her 

infant's appearance, beha v ior, physical intactness, and 

state of health. 

The task of "obser1.Ting the infant's behaviors" ha s 

been de scribed by Cropley (197 9 ) as talking to or s mi ling 

in response to the in fant' s movements; commenting o n 

baby' s behavior, e . g. , opening eyes, grasping with hand; a nd 

commenting on infant 1 s bod i ly functions, e. g . , wetting, 

sucking, and burping ~ These are also identi f ying b e har i ors 

as described by Rob son and Mo ss (1970) and Rubin (1 972) 

of observing a nd inquiring about the infant in order to 

gain knowledge of the infant ' s appearance, whol eness, and 

state of function. 

Cropley (1979) described "identification of the 

infant's physical condition" as the mother mak i ng 

realistic statements about the infant's cond ition and 

asking questions about the infant's condition . These 

indicators are also i dentifying behaviors descr ibed by 

Robson and Moss (1 970) and Rubin (1970) as the mother 

seeks information of her infant's appearance, behavior, 

physical intac tness, and state of health. 
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The indicators within the task of "seeing the infant 

as another human being" are selecting a name for the baby, 

u sing name when talking to or about baby, and associating 

the i nfant's characteristics with human characteristics 

(Cropl e y , 19 79 ) . Robson and Moss (1970) and Rubin (1972 ) 

descr ibed the process o f locating and i dentifying the 

infant as the moth er attempts t o incorporate her infant 

with i n the sphere o f her immediate and significant social 

s y stem . This is a c complish ed b y a s eries of associations 

with si gnificant others. A mother's i mage of her infant 

a s a composite of representations o= self and of o ther 

peo p le whom she knows, loves, and resides witn, helps 

h er ach iev e a sense of knowing her child. 

Cropley (1979) described "including infant in the 

family 1
' as attempting to associate infant's characteristics 

with those of other family members. This indicator is 

also a locating and identifying behavior as described by 

Robson and Moss (1970) and Rubin (1972 ) . 

Talking to the infant is considered an impo r tant 

modality of i nteraction between mother and infant. 

Cropley (1979) described this task as talking or singing 

to the inf ant. Sensitivity to sound is well dev eloped in 

the newborn. Hearing the human voice brings reassurance 

to the infant (Clark, 1979 ) . Condon and Sander (1974) 
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demo nstrated that the newborn synchronized his movements 

wi th the articulatory segments of the human voice. Klaus 

and Kennell (1976) noted verbalization of the mother in 

in i t i ating the mother-infant interaction. 

Eye-to-eye contact between mother and infan t appears 

to f acilitate the d ev e lopment o f attachme n t. Klaus, 

Ken nell, Plumb, a nd Zuehlke (1970) reported that mothers 

rema r k ed that they f elt much closer to their infants 

once the i r infan t had l oo ked a t them . Robson (1 96 7) 

also demonstrate d the i mportance of e ye-to-ey e contac t 

in e s tab l ishing the mother-infant interaction. The e n 

fac e pos i tion is defined by Klaus and Kennell (1 97 6 ) as 

occurring when the mother's face is rotated so that her 

eyes and those of the infant meet fully in t he same vertical 

plane. Cropley (1979) described the tas k of "es tab l i s h ing 

e ye contact" as using en face position, changing position 

or that of infant to establish eye contact, and stimu 

lating infant to open eyes. 

Klaus and Kennell (1976), Rubin (1963), and Clark 

(1979) described an orderly progression of tactile 

behavior as the mother first interacts with her inf ant. 

The mother begin s touching with her fingertips on the 

infant's extremities , proceeds to massage the infant's 

trunk with her palm a nd later brings the infant close 
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to h er own body as she enfolds him. The activity changes 

from an exploratory kind of touching to a warm acceptance. 

Cropley's (1979) description of the task of "demonstrating 

physical closeness" is reaching for infant, using 

finge rtips on head and extremities, using palms on 

infant' s trunk, and enfolding infant in arms and holding 

against mother's body . 

Gentle movement, firm ho lding, f requent changes of 

pos ition, and rocking are important in the development of 

a s ense o f security in the infant (Clark, 1979). 

Establishing a sense of trust in the first relationship 

determines how the individual will establish future 

relationships (Brody 1956; Erikson, 196 3). The human 

voice is also impor tant in bringing reassurance to the 

infant (C lark, 1979) . 

"Changing behaviors in response to the infant 's 

behav ior" is a task to be accomplished by mothers through 

soothing behaviors, discontinuance of behaviors whi c h 

distress the infant, establishing e ye contact a nd talking 

to infant, and meeting the infant's needs prior to h er 

own (Cropley, 1979 ) . Placing anotherts needs before 

one's own is considered indicative of the mother's 

emotional and psychological maturity (Deutsch, 19 44). 
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In studying maternal behavior of mothers with normal 

full -term infants, Rubin (1963) noted a rapid progression 

during the first few postpartum days of mothers' inter

actions with their infants. The author described mothers 

moving from a phase involving discovery and identification 

of the infant to involving themselves in the infants' 

main tenance and care. Cropley (1979) determined that the 

care taking phase of "recognizing the infant's needs and 

providing appropriate care " could be described as the 

mothe r readily part i cipating in care when asked. The 

o ther indicators that Cropley (1979) described within this 

tas k are recogn izing baby's needs and attempting to meet 

t h em and handling baby in a manner which is comfortable 

for infant, e.g., handling with smooth rather than jerky 

movements. 

During the antenatal period, especially in the second 

and third trimesters, there is usually outward evid ence 

of nestbuilding or preparing for the infant outside of 

self, such as buying infant clothing or preparing the 

infant's room (Rubin, 1972). Cropley (1979) described 

this attachment task as ''plans for ways to care for infant 

at home''. The indicators within this task have been 

described as obtaining basic supplies for infant's care 

(prior to infant's discharge); asking questions about 
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care , e.g., feeding schedule, formula preparation, cord 

care, etc.; and making plans for well baby care. This 

task is also related to Rubin's (1963) description of the 

mother moving from the discovery and identification phase 

into the caretaking phase of infant care. 

"Perception of infant" and "perception of self", 

as described by Cropley (1 979) are important to the 

attachment process. .1\t the time of birth, the mother is 

confronted with the reality o f her newborn which she must 

reconcile with the fantasy of the infant that s he h ad 

expected. How clo sely the fantasy infant resembles the 

real infant will i nfluence the attachment process . If 

the mother like s wha t she sees in her infant, her own 

self-esteem is increased. A successful relationship wi t h 

her infant builds the mother's self-image and contributes 

to a better acceptance of herself (Rubin, 1961 ) . The 

mother's perception of her infant's appearance and behavior 

determines how she will relate to her infant. The 

infant's behavior will, in turn, be affected by her 

handling of him (Broussard & Hartner, 1971). Broussard 

and Hartner (1971) determined from their longitudinal 

study of mothers and their first-borns that the mother's 

perception of her first-born changed during the infant's 

first month of life and that many of the mothers d id not 
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view their 1-month-old infants positivel y . Assessment 

of the mother-infant interaction in the immediate post

partum period and at 1 month of age would be a more 

pred i c tive indicato r o f subsequent development. The 

au t hor s also determi n e d t hat mothers who had a negative 

per c ept i o n of t heir infant also t ended to e xperience mo re 

dep r e ss i on, i r r i t ab i lity , and a nx ie ty s ymptoms (Broussard 

& Ha r t n er , 1 9 71 ) ~ 

In a study o f a do l es c ent mother s, Mercer (1977) 

di scovered t hat neonatal per c eption was p red i c t i v e o f 

mothering pat t e rn s obs erved during a 1-year period. 

If the ado l escent mo ther ra t ed her inf ant negativ ely , 

either the inf an t did not receive adequate nu rturing or 

t he mo t her e x peri e nced difficulty with t he maternal r ole. 

Cropley (1979 ) described "perception of inf a n t " a s 

comments about baby are predominantly positiv e and s mi l es 

freque n tly when looking at, talking to, or about baby . 

"Perception of self" was described as comments about self 

are predominantl y pos i tive and express i ng satisfac tion 

with mo t he r i ng r o le. Mercer (1977) determined that i f 

the youn g woman was pleased .withher performance i n g iving 

birth and in seeing a healthy, normal infant , t hen she 

woul d have i ncreased self-esteem immediately postpartum. 
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Kennedy (1973) described a positive interaction 

between mother and infant as she discovered what her 

i nfan t was actually like and was able to initiate and 

mainta in a generally positive feeling toward him. In a 

s tudy of the early acquaintance process o f 10 normal 

mother and infant coup les during the first 2 weeks, 

some mothers exp e rienced the acquaintance process as 

negative and distressful, whi le others developed a 

generall y positive , enjoyabl e , problem-free relat i ons h ip 

with thei r infan t s. Whe n t he mother was able to perceiv e 

her i n f ant's at t itude t oward her as positive, s h e felt 

po s it i v e towards h i m and f urthermore , was encour aged and 

ab l e to acquire more inf ormation about him through 

o bservation and interaction. The mother who e xperienc ed 

a negative acquaintance process had acquired less re a l i stic 

information about her infant and had developed a p ro gres

sively more negative attitude toward h i m (Kennedy, 1 973). 

Adolescence 

Duri ng adolescence, the individual s t ri ves t o 

complete h i s biological maturation, develop a self

identity, determine h is sexual identity, atta i n 

independence and separati on from h is parents, dev elop a 

personal va lue s ystem, c hoose a vocation, and make a 
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c ommitment to life's work (Calderone, 1966; Erikson, 1968). 

I n the crisis of adolescence, the many stresses of sexual 

a nd aggressive drives with biological and psychological 

c hanges, the resolution of oedipal and dependency relation

s hips with parents, the search for values, and self and 

s exual identity create anx iety and confusion (LaBarre, 

19 7 2) a 

With the physical and physiological maturation and 

c oncomita n t increase in body size , the youth must 

interalize new urge s a nd drives as well as adapt to the 

l arger structure in which his psyche resides, a process 

which, according to Mercer (1977), takes time. The 

adolescent's psyche is in a state of diseqilibrium in 

many respects. The disequilibrium or disorganization is 

a prerequisite to the organization of a newly emerging 

person. The youth may not have resolved earlier develop

mental conflicts relative to trust versus mistrust, 

autonomy versus shame or doubt, initiative versus guilt, 

or industry versus inferiority (Erikson, 1963). In 

feeling either mistrust, shame, guilt, or inferiority, he 

attempts to cope with and resolve these feelings while 

acquiring his self-identity (Erikson, 1963). Old defenses 

and coping methods may be threatened and prove inadequate 

(La.Barre, 1972). 
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In early adolescence, the individual is fond of or 

prefers same-sex peers, while toward the end of adoles

cence the individual becomes oriented toward members of 

the opposite sex. Erikson (1968) maintained that the 

oedipal conflict re-emerges for the adolescent on an even 

more frightening level, for at this time it is accompanied 

by stronger, more mature biological urges. The adolescent 

usually resolves th i s dilemma by identifying with the 

parent o f the same sex, rejecting the opposite-sex parent 

a s a love object , and seeking a safe heterosexual 

re l ationship with a peer. 

The adolescent moves from the method of co nc rete

level think ing to conceptualization and to problem-so l ving 

from the abstract. He is then able to relate his ideas 

and to follow logic in his reasoning (Piaget, 1969). 

Although some individuals never attain this higher level 

of reasoning, adolescence is recognized as the time of 

its emergence. The major adolescent role, that of t he 

student preparing for a career , is facilitated by hi s 

cognitive development. 

During this transition period, the adolescent faces 

conflict as he identifies with the same-sex parent whom 

he must also reject in order to sever his childlik e 

dependency; g radually, he becomes an independent 
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p erson in his own right. Ego maturation occurs as earlier 

childhood conflicts re-emerge and are resolved (Blos, 

1 962) . 

The Adolescent Mother 

Parenthood can provide an additional opportunity 

f or personali t y development to continue throughout the 

individual' s life-time. As the mother's child reac hes a 

particular matura t iona l phase, for example, conflicts 

tha t the mother had experi enced during that phase re -emerge; 

thus, another opportunity arises for the mother to attempt 

a resolution of these earlier conflicts (Benedek, 1970 ) . 

Thi s process of e go maturation occurs through regress ion 

in the development of motherhoo d as in the development 

of adol escence. 

In the beginning, the mother-daughter relationship 

is symbiotic, in which the fetus and eventually the infant 

has a warm, continuous, intimate relations h i p with the 

mother. Later, the girl de velops an object relatiofiship 

with her mother. During adolescence, the c yclic bodily 

activitie s rel ated to menstruation cause changes in 

feelings and attitudes and the young girl internal izes 

concepts of f eminini ty and childbearing. In this phase, 

it is important t hat the girl dGvelop positive feel i ng s 
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toward her own feminine sexuality and its functions if 

she is to successfully pursue the course of motherhood 

(Clark, 1979). 

A certain amount o f emotional and psychological 

maturity is assumed for a mother to be able to place her 

own needs and desires a s secondary to her infant's 

i~~edi ate, primary needs and requirements (Deutsch, 1944 ) . 

Depending upon the s uccessful resolution of tasks at 

earlier developmental levels, parents may or ma y n ot 

possess this maturity at the birth of their children . 

A pregnant adolescent, for instance, is faced with 

performing not only the adult role of wife if she is 

married or chooses to be married, but also the role of 

mother if she chooses to rear her child. She may continue 

her adolescent role as a student as well. The child ' s 

birth could conceivably accelerate maturational task s if 

the mother has achieved the level of cognitive functioning 

and emotional emphatic sensitivity necessary to perceiv e 

an infant's cues. Becoming a mother herself may accelerate 

the young woman's identification with her own mother, and 

the intrapsychic disequilibrium of both adolescence and 

motherhood may enhance personality maturation. On the 

other hand, the complexity of assuming adult roles without 
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c o gn itive, emotional, and social maturity can be devasta

ting for both the young mother and her infant (Mercer, 

19 77) . 

The young adolescent who has a child and opts to 

rea r t hat child begin s t his enormous tas k of parenthood 

v irtuall y handicapped. Economically, her earning 

po t entia l is limited because she may still be attending 

school i n order t o achi eve career goals. Experien tially, 

she has not been around as l ong as the older pa r ent , f o r 

the p urpose of obs erving and thereby benefiting f rom the 

parenting exper ien ce. Emotionally, she is more e gocentric 

a bout her own need s t han the older parent, who has been 

sharing a martial rel a tionsh i p for some years. The very 

young parent has not learned to delay her own pleasure, 

bowing to the pleasure of another person, or settling for 

later gratification. Developmentally, she is trying hard 

to gain control over the diseqilibrium she is e xperiencing 

as an adolescent; the unpredictable, uncontrol l able 

behavior of young infants definitely adds a great n umber 

of variables that she cannot control. Cognitively, her 

decision-mak ing capability in times of stress is not 

as sophisticated as that of a more mature person, who 

has had mo r e practice and is able to perceive more v iable 

options (Me rcer, 1977). 
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If the young adolescent has achieved a cognitive 

level of conceptual thinking and problem solving, she is, 

for the most part, not consistent in utilizing her newly 

acquired logic. According to Mercer (1977) the young 

acolescent is not ready for the necessary decision making 

or fo r the responsibili ty that is involved in parenting. 

She is most appreciative when her mother assumes this 

responsibility. She passively enjoys the mothering that 

she may continue to receive from her own parent. 

Pregnanc y and the yesultant infant present the adolescent 

with an adult, grown-up role that she is not ready to 

internalize. She does not realize that mothering requires 

active involvement, decision making, and independent 

judgments. She may well view the infant as an intruder 

who takes away from her both time and her own mother; she 

may react with feelings of hostility towcrd t he i nfant 

and show no desire to achieve a peer status with her 

mother (Mercer, 1977). 

Waters (1969) described a "syndrome of fa i lure" 

which occurs with very young adolescent motherhood. The 

syndrome of failure includes failure to remain in 

school, to limit future child-bearing, to establish 

stable families, to be self-supporting, and to have 

healthy infants. Without outside aid, this syndrome of 
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fa ilure is most likely to occur, for a very young mother 

cannot remain in school without child care help, and she 

cannot feed and clothe herself and her infant without 

fi nancial help. Moreover, she cannot avoid successive 

pregnancies without close countraceptive superv ision, 

love , and support. Mercer (1977) stated that the very 

young teen-age mother cannot continue to grow emotionally 

without love while, in turn, her child will not thrive 

without warm , nurturant mothering. 

The young mo t h er who assumes the maternal role canno t 

anticipate the responsibilities of motherhood before 

directly experiencing them. Even after the arrival of 

the baby, the glamour and the initial fuss over a new 

baby detracts from some the requirements of her newl y 

acquired role. In her new role, she may have i ncon-

sistent cognitive abilities to anticipate her infant's 

needs or to cue into his behaviors and she may find it 

difficult to delay the gratification of her own needs 

while satisfying her infant's. The ability to be selfless 

in caring for another person may not come easily or early 

for some adolescent parents (Mercer, 1977). 

Many new mothers need assistance in locating and 

becoming acquainted with their infants. Mercer (1977) 

stated that the young adolescent mother is more in need of 
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a ssistance in accomplishing these tasks than the older 

mother. Negative experiences early in the mother-infant 

i nteraction could have a great impact on the young 

a dolescent mother who might perceive her infant's spitting 

up as rejection of her feeding efforts , or the infant's 

crying as rejection of her cuddling. 

Even though the young adolescent may be developing 

the ability to use reason and logic in abstract thought, 

s h e regresses to earlier thin k ing patterns in times of 

stress. For this reason, teaching and interpretat ion o f 

the i nfant's needs may require much time and tho ugh t for 

the health care professional. Fortunately, many young 

mothers possess a natural curiosity and eagerness to learn, 

observed Mercer (1977). 

Mercer (1977) discussed many factors which s h e found 

to be detrimental for the young adolescen t in the 

establishment of the mothering role. A negative influence 

on the adolescent's adaptation of the mothering r o le 

is seen in her inability to act independently of her own 

mother while utilizing her help, at the same time. Too, 

it seems that the mother of an adolescent must recognize 

that the young woman is capable of performing in the 

mothering role before the daughter can make the transition 

from progeny to parent (Mercer, 1977). LaBarre (1972) 
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reported that during pregnancy most girls in her study 

were passively dependent on their mothers, accepted 

res trictions on their social activities, and perceived 

the mother's solicitude and protectiveness as both 

gratifying and supportive. After pregnancy there 

was a marked change in the girls as they asserted their 

independence, especiall y in relation to the mother. 

Another detriment to the establishment of the mothering 

role may be the experi e nce of frequent relocation by the 

young parents. The mo ve in itself is a great stress. 

Added to the stress of moving is the loss of contact with 

babysitters, friends, significant others, and familiar, 

trusted health professionals. Intensive nursing care is 

essential for giving new information to the young parent. 

Follow-up nursing care is difficult because of this 

mobility {Mercer, 1977). 

Lack of access to infant care facilities a l so places 

a burden on young parents. In situations where family 

members cannot or are not available to help with baby

sitting, young parents may be deprived of the opportunity 

to return to school. One can imagine the levels of 

frustration and hostility as the young parents see 

themselves trapped in a situation in which their economic 

potential is at risk (Mercer, 1977). 
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All parents regardless of age are handicapped when 

there is no extended family for needed support. Those 

most affected by lack of extended family are the immature 

p arents. The opportunity to grow up under the tutelage 

of watchful and he lpfu l p a rent s and grandparen t s is a n 

asset, because e v e ry paren t n eeds re l ie f from the all 

encompassing j ob of p a renting i n order t o function at a n 

optimal level (Me r cer, 19 7 7 ). 

Even thou gh studies ind icate that mothers a d apt to 

the mothe ring rol e b e st when t h e y r eceiv e love a n d s upport 

fr o m t h e i r mates (Shereshefsky & Yarrow, 1973), the current 

socia l structure a nd constraints continue to ma k e it more 

d ifficult for young c oup les. Mercer (197 7 ) found that 

young parents, even though they have a stable relat i on

ship, cannot afford to get married because they c a nno t 

survive without the money they receive fr om we lfare 

assistance. A single mother may receive foo d stamps and 

welfare assistance, while a young couple attempting to 

manage on its own is all too often criticized f or t h e 

manner in which it is attempting to surviv e (Mercer, 1977). 

The young mother may respond to the depri v ations 

forced upo n her b y employ ing the coping mechanisms of 

fantasy and wishes, rational ization, denial, and 

hostility (Me rcer, 197 7) . The young mother's a n ger and 
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hos tility is often directed toward her mate, her infant, 

and others in the immediate environment. 

Although there is a lack of information concerning 

the establishment of a bond between the infant and the 

adolescent mother, Mercer (1977) listed predictive 

characteristics of the woman who adapts more easily to 

the maternal role, who develops in areas other than 

mothering, and who prov~des nurturing care for her child. 

Contributing f actors are pa st experience;caring for and 

posit i ve feelings about i nfants; a supportive mate; 

a mother who ac knowledge s capabilities and independence; 

a leve l o f hostility that is not excessive; a cognitive 

level of functioning that permits recognition and under

standing of infant behavior; an emotional level of 

maturity that is sufficient to enable her to deny her own 

gratification for the gratification of her infant; and 

perception that ther infant is above average in comparison 

to other infants. Not any one factor may prevent the 

young woman from adapting to the mothering role, but when 

one of the predictive characterstics (frequently acquired 

through age and e xperience) is absent, the young woman is 

at increased risk in her adaptation. This increased risk 

imposes additional stress on a young woman who l acks a 

long history of problem solving from which to draw 
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experience (Mercer, 1977). Successful mothering, then, 

may well depend to a great extent on the age which a 

woma n has attained prior to becoming a mother. 

Summary 

Relevant studies were reviewed con cerning the 

development of maternal attachment. Although the actual 

process by which the maternal-infa~t attachment bonds 

are f ormed is unknown, there is general consensus t hat 

the relat ions hip is reciprocal and is a composite of 

visual , verbal, and tac ti le behaviors. Establishment of 

this attachment bond i s necessary for the surv i val a nd 

optimal development of the infant. The studies rev iewed 

for attachment behaviors described the behavio rs commonly 

observed in the mother as she interacts with her infant. 

In addition to visual, verbal, and tactile behav iors , the 

behaviors of identifying , locating, and claiming were 

described. The concepts of self-esteem and perception of 

the infant were also given some- consideration. 

Adolescent development, primarily personality, was 

reviewed. The immaturity of the adolescent mother was 

considered important to this study. Since there is a lack 

of informat ion on the attachment process of the adolescent 

mother, the act of mothering as a whole was considered for 
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the adolescent. The plight of the adolescent mother and 

her infant was determined to be at risk. 



CHAPTER 3 

PROCEDURE FOR COLLECTION 

AND TREATMENT OF DATA 

A descriptive survey was conducted utilizing the 

Crop ley (1979) Observation Guide f or Maternal Behaviors. 

Th e observational ap p roach was structured and the 

observer checked the p r esence or absence of prespecified 

attachment indicators f rom Cropley's list while observing 

t h e young adolescent moth er and her older counterpart as 

they interacted wi th their newborn infants during a 

scheduled infant feeding period. According to Polit 

and Hungler (1978 ) , direct observation allows for the 

collection of data that would be impossible to obtain in 

any other way and too, important descriptive information 

about behavioral patterns can be made available to 

scientific researchers through observation. 

Setting 

The study was conducted on the postpartum units of 

two large southwestern hospitals located in a 

metropolitan area with a population of more than one 

million. The first hospital where the study was conducted 

is a community and teach ing institution primarily serving 
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clin ic patients. The hospital averaged approximately 

700 deliveries per month in the past year. Within the 

three postpartum units there were three to five beds 

occupying each room. Some of the rooms had curtains 

that could be drawn for privacy. This setting was 

chosen for its accessibility to a large adolescent 

population. 

The husband or support person could remain with the 

mo ther in the labor room . Usually, the husband would not 

accompany his wife to the delivery room. The mother was 

encouraged to touch and hold her infant while in the 

delivery room and the husband was allowed to visit at any 

time except during the feeding periods. The average length 

of time for being in the hospital was 2 to 3 days following 

delivery. The infants in the study came from t h e two 

nurseries housing newborn infants who required only routine 

care and observation. The infants from these nurseries 

were taken to the mother for feeding at regularly 

scheduled times after a stabilization period following 

delivery. Feeding times for infants to be with their 

mothers were: 10:00 a.m., 2:00p.m., 6:00p.m., and 10:00 

p.m. Other feedings were given in the nursery by hospital 

personnel. Observations of the mother-infant interaction 

were made in their hospital rooms. 
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The second hospital was chosen for its accessibility 

to a young adult population. This hospital averaged over 

200 deliveries per month in the past year. The hospital 

is a religious-affiliated teaching institution primarily 

serving private patients and some clinic patients. There 

were 36 beds on the postpartum unit with private and 

semi-private room accommodations. Curtains could be 

drawn for privacy in t h e semi-priva te rooms. Av erage 

length o f t ime i n t he ho s p i t al was 2 to 3 days. When the 

patient rema i ned awa k e fo r delivery, the husband c ould 

stay i n the labor room and accompany his wife to the 

de l ivery r oom if he had attended prenatal classes a nd 

possessed a class participation certificate. Th e mother 

was encouraged to touch and hold her infant while in the 

delivery room. 

This second hospital utilized a modified roomi n g-in 

approach whereby the infant could remain in the moth er's 

room from 10:00 a.m. until 10:00 p.m. Fathers wer e allowed 

to visit at any time. Feeding schedules for infants were 

10:00 a.m . , 2:00p.m., 6:00p.m., and 10:00 p. m. Other 

feedings were given in the nursery by hospital p e rsonnel. 
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Population and Sample 

The sample for this study was chosen from the 12-16-

year-old and 20-24-year-old hospitalized primiparous 

population . Eighteen married or unmarried primiparas 

from the ages of 12-16 and 18 married or unmarried primi

paras from the ages of 20-24 represented a convenience 

sampling of mothers who were willing to allow this 

investigator to observe the mother-newborn interaction 

dur ing a scheduled infant feeding period. The selection 

of these age groups was made on the basis of information 

obtained from Mercer (1977), who determined that adoles

cen ts under 16 year s of age were more biologically, 

socially, and emotionally immature than the adolescent 

mother who was older than 16 years of age and certainly 

more at risk for establishing the mother-infant relation

ship. The author reasoned that because the mother 

reorganized her emotional priorities on a cognitive level, 

the immaturity of the mother would delay the establi shment 

of the mother-infant relationship (Mercer, 1977 ). 

The subjects for this study were mothers for the 

first time and were able to feed and hold their infants . 

The infant's condition wa s stabilized and the infant was 

able to be t aken to his mother for feedings. 
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In the first hospital described there were predom

inately families from Mexican-American and Black-American 

ethnic groups, with some Anglo-American ethnic groups, 

thu s rendering the group culturally diversified. The 

client population served was predominatel y from lower 

and lower-middle socioeconomic group s. The second 

hospital described served a client population predom

inately Anglo-American with some Mexican-~~erican and a 

few Black-Americans. The re ligious affiliated hospital 

was utilized by the lower - mi ddle, middle, and upper-micdl e 

socioeconomic groups . 

Protection of Human Subjects 

Before data collection began permission to conduct 

this study was obtained from the Texas Woman's University 

Human Subjects Review Committee (Appendix A) and from 

the clinical agencies from which the s ubjects were 

obtained (Appendix B). Participation of subjec t s was 

voluntary and written permission was obtained f rom each 

individual requested to participate in the study (Appendix 

C). If the subject was 16 years of age or younger and 

unmarried, permission was also obtained from the parent 

and/or guardian (Appendix C). If the subject was younger 

than 16 years of age and married, she was allowed to sign 
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the consent form without written consent from her parent 

and / or guardian. In approaching the potential subject, 

the investigator introduced herself, explained the 

purpose of the study, and the reason why the individual 

was requested to part i cipate (Appendix C). Anonymity and 

conf identiality of information was guaranteed to each 

ind i v idual as well as their freedom to withdraw parti

c i pation at any time. I n f ormed consent participation 

f orms were signed and obta ined be fo r e a ny o f the obser

v a tions were conducted . Subjects were assure d tha t t h e i r 

withdrawal from the study would in no way affect the care 

given to them or their i nfant and that in the even t of 

withdr awal the da t a obtained would be voided. Questions 

regarding the study were answered by the investigator 

before and after observation of the mother-infant inter

action. 

Instrument 

Several authors, such as Brody (1956 ) , Rubin (1961), 

Robson and Moss (1970), and Klaus and Kennel l (1976 ) 

identified patterns of tactile and affiliative behaviors 

manifested by a mother after the birth of her infant. 

No s ·tandardized instrument has been developed, however, 

to assess mat.ernal attachment behaviors. 
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The Cropley (1979) .Observation Guide for Maternal 

Behaviors (Appendix D) utilized in this study was designed 

to measure the mother's identification of the infant 

behaviors, determination of the infant's place in the 

social system, modalities of 

behaviors, and perception of 

interaction, caretaking 

infant and self. The 

instrument was designed for ~se with rn6thers of normal 

full-term infants during the first week after birth. The 

observation guide's composition of 35 basic maternal 

behaviors identified as indicators of attachment has a 

sound theoretical validation of items~ The instrument 

may be utilized by the nurse for a specific short obser

vational period during early mother-infant interaction 

and at feeding times. 

Cropley (1979) determined that the instrument wou~d 

be especially useful as a screening mechanism to identify 

mothers exhibiting few attachment indicators who would 

require additional assessment or immediate interventions. 

The main disadvantage as seen by the author was that some 

behaviors would not be equally applicable in all situations, 

so that several observations would be required; for 

example, those behaviors requiring interaction with the 

observer, such as making comments or asking questions, 

would not be observed if there was a language barrier or 
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if the mother was shy, young, or intimidated by the 

hospital environment. 

The attachment indicators within the blocks of 

critical attachment tasks organized by Cropley (1979) 

in the Observation Guide for Maternal Behaviors are 

attachment behaviors based upon a theoretical framework 

stressing visual, verbal, and tactile concepts. Identi-

fication and claiming of the infant, as well as perception 

of self and in f a nt were included in the behavioral 

concepts. The author determined that in the absence of 

blocks of behaviors, the observer would identify 

maladaptive patterns and select the appropriate inter-

ventions. The observation guide utilized was a checklist, 

a simple means of recording: "it was observed" or "it 

was not observed" (Leedy, 1974, p. 88). 

There were 35 possible behaviors to be observ e d. 

Each behavior was given a numerical value of 1. The 

maternal attachment score was determined by the number of 

observed behaviors out of 35 possible behaviors. 

Cropley (1979) did not assign a specific number of 

behaviors to illustrate adaptive or maladaptive maternal 

attachment but proposed to explore and determine the 

frequency of maternal behaviors. In addition the mean 

maternal attachment score for the two groups was 
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determined. The mother-infant interaction was observed 

fo r 20 minutes during a feeding period in the subject's 

room while utilizing the checklist. 

The Cropley (1979) Observation Guide for Maternal 

Behaviors was a revision of the earlier Cropley, Lester, 

and Pennington (1976) Maternal Attachment Tool and had 

not been used previously in the clinical setting. 

Reliability had not been established for the Cropley 

(1 979) Observation Guide for Maternal Behaviors. 

Cropl ey et al. (1976) used the Maternal Attachment 

Tool to observe 11 mothers of healthy full-term i nfants 

irr the f irst 15 minutes of the mothers' first interaction 

with their infants. The mean maternal attachment score 

was 18.5 with a range from 12 to 25. After conducting 

this study of 11 mothers, the authors determined tha t 

provision should be made for "Expression of Affect" 

and "Comfort in Holding the Baby" (Cropley et al., 1976, 

p. 2 7) • 

During this study of 11 mothers, Cropley et a l. 

(1976) used interobserver technique on four of the mothers 

in the sample to establish reliability. Each observer 

had at least one opportunity to simultaneously make 

observations with each of the other two investigators in 

the study. Correlation was obtained by determining the 
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percent of agreement between behaviors noted by the two 

observers. When neither observer recorded a particular 

b ehavior, responses were excluded in the tabulation of 

behaviors. A mean correlation of .85 was obtained. 

Cropley et al. (1976 ) evaluated specific differences 

in noted observations and determined t ha t two factors were 

responsible for decreased reliability: the lack of a 

clear operational definition for each of the behaviors on 

the assessment tool and the presence of extraneous environ

mental factors such as staff interference which decreased 

auditory and visual perception. Cropley (1979 ) redesigned 

the instrument with a more specific list of behav i o rs to 

be observed. Cropley et al. (1976) recommended that all 

hospital personnel be informed of the study and tha t a 

sign be placed outside the room requiring priv ac y while the 

investigator was ma k ing the observations. 

Construct validity for the Cropley et al . (1 976) 

Maternal Attachment Tool was based on the item derivation 

from relevant literature and research on maternal attach

ment. According to Polit and Bungler (1978), the use of 

a larger sample size with repetitive observations made 

over a period of time so that predictive validity can be 

determined can strengthen the validity of the i~strument. 

Concurrent validity could be established if a standardized 
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t ool were available for measuring maternal attach

ment. 

Permission was obtained from the author (Appendix 

E) and publisher (Appendix F) of the book listing 

the instrument. The publisher granting permission to 

u s e the instrument was the J. B. Lippincott Company. 

Code number, date of delivery, date of observation , 

and total number of ma t ernal behaviors obtained were 

noted on the checklist. Other data collected a nd added 

to the checklist i nc l uded maternal age, number of 

pregnancy, and ethnicity (Appendix G). 

Data Col lection 

Permission to conduct this study was obtain e d f rom 

the Texas Woman's University Human Subjects Re vi e w 

Committee (Appendix A) before soliciting part i c ipat i on 

from the hospitals. Written permission was then obtained 

from the participating clinical agencies before d a ta 

collection began (Appendix B) . 

Pretest 

Prior to collection of the main data, the observation 

checklist was pretested for clarity, research adequacy, 

and freedom from bias (Polit & Hungler, 1978). Th e 

pretest was conducted on three married or unmarried 
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primiparas between the ages of 12 and 16 years, and three 

married or unmarried primiparas between the ages of 

20 and 24 years. Subjects were approached as they 

became available, thus representing a convenience 

sampling. 

Subjects were approached to solicit participation 

in the study. The investigator presented a written and 

an oral explanation of the proposed study (Appendix C). 

Additional information collected at this time included 

age, number of pregnancy, and ethnicity (Appendix G). 

As necessary, the investigator clarified information 

questioned by the subject. 

Informed consent to act as a subject for research 

and investigation (Appendix C) was obtained. These forms 

were signed and witnessed before any observations were 

made. If the subject was 16 years or younger and 

unmarried, permission was also obtained from the parent 

and/or guardian. If the subject was younger t h an 16 years 

and married, permission was obtained from the subject. 

For the subjects who volunteered, an appointment was made 

for the observation period. 

Before the observation, the investigator informed 

hospital personnel of observation intentions. A privacy 
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sign was posted outside the room during the observation 

to lessen the possibility of interruptions. 

All subjects were observed on the second postpartum 

day, thereby placing all women in the same "taking-in" 

phase (Rubin, 1967) following delivery. Observations 

were made in the subjects ' room for 20 minutes during a 

scheduled infant feeding period. An observation 

checklist was utilized. 

Results from the obse r v ations were critically 

discussed with individuals knowledgeable abou t maternal 

attachment. The i ndividuals consulted were a clini cal 

nurse specialist, a physician, and a maternal and child 

health educator. The panel of experts determined that 

the observation checklist was adequate for the purpose 

of observing for maternal attachment behaviors. No 

alterations in the checklist or the method of collec t ing 

data were deemed necessary. Content validity was 

established. Because the sample was so s mall, statistical 

analysis was not used. 

Primary Sample 

Thirty-six primiparous women were selected on a 

convenience basis, i.e., as the women became available and 

as they were willing to allow the investigator to observe 
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the mother-infant interaction. Eighteen of the subjects 

were in the 12-16-year-old group and 18 of the subjects 

were in the 20-24-year-old group. Conditions and 

data collection proceeded in like manner as for the 

pretest. 

Treatment of Data 

Statistical analysis was utilized to describe and 

s ummarize the data collected. The age and ethnicity 

for each of the groups was su~mari zed u sing the desc riptive 

statistical measures mean, median, and range. Frequency 

distribution, percentages, and means were used to analyze 

behavioral res·ponses or attachment indicators within each 

critical attachment task. The Chi-square test wa s used 

to compare the nominal data between the two independent 

samples. A table was utilized to show the frequency and 

percentage of individual maternal attachment b e havior s 

exhibited in both age groups. Of primary importance to 

this study were the maternal behaviors observed and 

recorded for the two age categories; the variable of age, 

then was used to describe the results of these ob3erva

tions and comparisons were made between data generated 

by the two groups. The Mann- Whitney U test was used on 

the ordinal data to allow for comparison of the average 
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maternal attachment score for two independent samples. 

Nonparametric statistical analysis was used because of 

the small sample size. A table was utilized to present 

the descriptive statistics for maternal score in both 

age groups. 



CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

In order to determine if there were significant 

differences in the maternal attachment behaviors exhibited 

by young adolescents (12-16-year-olds) and young adults 

(20-24-year-olds), a descriptive study was conducted in 

two large metropolitan hospitals during March, 19 80. 

The investigator utilized Cropley's (1979) Observation 

Guide for Maternal Behaviors while observing 36 mothers 

and their newborn infants. 

Description of Sample 

The sample chosen for this study represented 

convenience sampling and consisted of 36 hospitalized 

primiparous mothers with their newborn infants. Eighteen 

of the mothers were in the 12-16-year-old age group and 

18 of the mothers were in the 20-24-year-old age group. 

Twenty-two potential subjects were approac hed in the 

12-16-year-old group, but only 18 of the group met the 

criteria for the study. Two of the 22 potential subjects 

approached in the 12-16-year-old group refused parti

cipation. The third potential subject was 16 years old 
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and had an infant who became ill before the observation 

could be made. The fourth potential subject of the 22 

approached in the 12-16-year-old group placed her infant 

for adoption. All of the 12-year-olds and most of the 

13-year-olds who were in the hospital at the time of the 

study were ineligible fo r the study because their infants 

had been delivered b y Cesarean section. Eighteen 

po tential subjects in the 20-24-year-old group who met 

the criteria for the study were approached for inclusion 

in the study, and all agreed to participate. 

All subjects i n both age groups were clinic patients 

from two large metropolitan hospitals. All subjects 

we re delivered vaginally and able to feed and hold their 

infants by the second postpartum day in their hospital 

rooms. All infants of the subjects in both age groups 

were free of complications and abnormalit ies. Marita l 

status of the subjects in both groups was not recorded. 

Findings 

Distribution of race in the 12-16-yea r-old group 

was as follows: four White-Americans or 22 % of the sample, 

four Black-Americans or 22 %, and 10 Mexican-P~ericans or 

55%. For the 20-2 4-year-old group there were six 

White-Americans or 33.3 % of the sample, 11 Black -Americans 

or 61 %, and one Me x ican-Amer ican or 5%. 
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The mean age for the 12-16-year-old group was 14.38 

years, while the mean age for the 20-24-year-old group 

was 21.72 years. The 12-16-year-old group's ages ranged 

from 13 to 16. All 12-year-olds, during the time of 

the study, delivered by Cesarean section and were ineligible 

for the study. The range of age for the 20-24-year-old 

group was from 20 to 24. The median age for the 12-16-

year-old group was 15 years, while the median a ge for the 

20 -24-year-old group wa s 21 years. 

Results for each of the groups o n the individual items 

making up the observation checklis t are presented in 

Table 1. The number of subjects exhibiting ind i v idual 

maternal attachment behaviors are indicated with the 

percentages for each age group. 

Using the Chi-square contingency table analys~s for 

the nominal data, the two age groups were compared for 

each of the individual behaviors. The level of signifi

cance selected was 0.05. Results are shown in Table 1 . 

There were significant differences between the two groups 

on all but 10 out of 35 individual behaviors. 

The ten maternal attachment behaviors with no 

significant differences were: 

1. "Partially unwraps to observe features." Seven 

out of 18 of the 12-16-year-olds and nine out of 18 of 
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Table 1 

Frequency and Percentage of Individual ~1a ternal .l\ttachment Behaviors 
Exhibited by Adolescent and Young Adults with Chi-squa re Analysis 

and Leve l of Significance (N = 36) 

20-24 
Age Gr oup :hi-square 

Behavior 

12-16 
Age Group 

(N==l8) (N=l8) with 1 df Probabil i ty• 

Observes I nfant's A? pearance 

Spends time looking at baby 
Inspects head, trunk, extremities 
Partially unwraps to observ e :eatures 
Comments on features (size, sex, etc.) 

Observes Infant's Behaviors 

Talking or smiling in response to 
movements 

Comments on baby's beha·;ior 
Coroments on bodily functions 

Identifies Infant's Ph y s~cal Condition 

Makes realistic stateme nts about 
condition 

Asks que3tions abo ut condition 

Sees Infant as ~~othe r Suman Beinq 

13 ( 72%) 
2 (11% ) 
7 ( 38%) 
4 ( 22% ) 

11 (61% ) 
7 (38%) 
4 (2 2% ) 

18 (100%) 
15 (83 %) 

9 (50%) 
13 (72%) 

18 (100 9; ) 
15 (83%) 
11) ( 55%) 

1 
1 

5%) 10 ( 55%) 
S%) a (44% l 

Selects name for baby 17 
Uses name when talking to or about infant 2 

( 94%) 
(1 1%) 

18 (100 %) 
9 (50% ) 

Associates infant with human 
characteristics 

Includes Infant i~ the Familv 

Assoc i ates infant with family member 
characteristics 

Talks to Infant 

Talks or sings to infant 

Establishes Eve Contact 

uses en face position 
Changes own or infant's position for 

eye contact 
Stimulates infant to O?en eyes 

0 ( 0%) 2 (11%) 

13 (72%) 15 (83%) 

4 ( 22%) l3 (7 2% ) 

8 

9 
1 

(44%) 13 

( 50%) 17 
( 5%) 2 

(7 2% ) 

(94%) 
(11%) 

3.72 
1 6.05 

0.11 
7.13 

6.38 
5. 73 
2.92 

8 . 38 
5.33 

0.00 
4 . 71 

0.53 

0 . 16 

7 .13 

4. 3 3 

6.78 
0 .0 0 

0.054** 
<0 .001** 

0.737 
0.007** 

0.012** 
0.017** 
0 . 0 8 7 

0.004** 
0.02::i. ** 

1.000 
0.030** 

0.467 

0 .688 

0.008*" 

0.037** 

0.009** 
1. 000 
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Table 1--Continued 

Behavior 

Demonstrates Physical Closeness 

Reaches out to r eceive infant 
Uses f i nge rtips on head a nd extremities 
Uses palms on infant's trun k 
Enfolds infant and holds aqainst body 

Changes Behaviors in Respons e to I nian L 

Uses soothing behaviors 
Discontinues behaviors which up se L infant 
MaY.es eye contact and talks to~ in fant 

when quiet and alert 
Mee ts infant's need prior t0 own 

Recognizes Infant ' s Needs and Provide s 
Aoorop rlate C-are 

Readily partic i pa t es in care 
Recognizes infant ' s needs and at ce m?ts 

':o fulfill 
Har,dles i;-,fant with .smooth rather 

t ha!l jerky rnov·:.!.:nents 

Plans fo r Ways to Car e ~cr !nfant a t Home 

Has obtained basic supplies f or 
infant care 

Asks questions a bout c are 
Plans for we ll baby care 

Perception of Infa n t 

Positive comment s about infant 
Frequent smiles when looking or 

talking about infant 

Perception of Self 

Positive comments about self 
Satisfaction with mo~hering role 

*P 0.05 
**P <0.05 

aNon-computable. 

20-24 
Ag e Gro u p Chi-square 

12-16 
Age Group 

(N==l8) (N=l8) with 1 df Probability * 

1 8 (100% ) 
8 ( 44 %) 
4 (22%) 
9 ( 50 %) 

5 
6 

5 
8 

(27%) 
( 33% ) 

( 27% ) 
( 44 %) 

18 (100 %) 

3 (16%) 

18 (100 %) 
18 (100 %) 
14 (7 7 %) 
15 ( 83 %) 

15 (8 3% ) 
9 (50% ) 

16 (88 %) 
18 (1 00 %) 

1 8 (10 0%) 

11 (61 %) 

6 ~33'ti) 13 ( ::. CO% , 

0 
2 
0 

( 0%) 
(ll'S) 
( 0%) 

18 (100% ) 
16 ( 88%) 
1 7 (94%) 

11 (6Hl 18 (100%) 

10 (55%) 18 (100%) 

12 
11 

(66%} 
(61%) 

18 (1 0 0% ) 
1 o ( l OG%) 

11.22 
9.00 
3.13 

9.11 
0.46 

11.43 
11. 22 

5. 73 

15 .lJ 

32 .ll 
18. 78 
18.53 

6.38 

7 .8 8 

s.oo 
6 .38 

__ a 

<0.001** 
0.003* * 
0.077 

0.003** 
O.-i99 

<0. 0 01** 
<0.001** 

__ a 

0.01 7** 

< O.GO~• ·-< 

<0.0 01 ** 
<0 . 001* * 
<0.0 01 ** 

0.012** 

0.005** 

0.025* .. 
0.012** 
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the 20-24-year-olds exhibited this behavior. Chi-square 

value was 0.11 with 1 df. P = 0.737. 

2. "Conunents on bodily functions." Four of the 

12-16-year-o1ds and 10 of the 20-24-year-o1ds exhibited 

this behavior. Chi-square= 2.92. P = 0.087. 

3. "Selects name for baby." For this indicator 

there were 17 of the 12-16-year-old s and 18 of the 20-24-

year-o1ds who had selected a name for their infant. 

Chi -square = 0.000. P = 1 .000. 

4. "Associates in f ant with human character istic s . " 

None o f the 12-16-year-o1ds and two of the 20-24-year-olds 

e xhibited this behavior. Chi-square = 0.53. P = 0 .467. 

5. "Associates infant with family member 

characteristics." Thirteen of the 12-16-y ear-o1 d s and 

15 of the 20-24-year-o1ds exhibited this behavio r. 

Chi-square = 0.16. P = 0.688. 

6. "Stimulates infant to open eyes." One of the 

12-16-year-o1ds and two of the 20-24-year-o1ds e xhibited 

this behavior. Chi-square = 0.000. P = 1.000. 

7. "Reaches out to receive infant." Eighteen of the 

12-16-year-o1ds and 18 of the 20-24- y ear-o1ds e xhibited 

this behavior. 
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8. "Enfolds infant in arms and holds against body." 

Nine of the 12-16-year-olds and 15 of the 20-24-year-olds 

exhibited this behavior. Chi-square = 3.13. P = 0.077. 

9. "Discontinues behaviors which upset infant." 

Six of the 12-16-year-old s and n i ne of the 20-24-year-olds 

exhibited this behavior. Ch i -square = 0 .46. P = 0.499. 

10. "Readily participa t es in care when asked." All 

18 in both age groups e xhi b ited this behavior. 

The remaining 25 indicators indicated a signific ant 

di fference at the . 05 leTel between the t wo age groups 

(Table 1 ) . In the behavior group of "identifies infant's 

physical co ndition" , onl y one out of the 12-16-year-old 

group exhibited the behavior of "makes realistic statement 

about infant's condition", whereas 10 of the 20- 24 - year-old 

group exhibited this behavior. For the indicator of 

"asking questions about infant's condition", one of t h e 

12-16-year-olds and eight of the 20-2 4-year-o l ds exhibited 

this behavior. 

For the indicator of "talks to infant", onl y four 

of the 12-16-year-old group exhibited this behavior. 

Thirteen of the 20-24-year-old group exhibited this 

behavior. 

In the behavior group of "changes behaviors in 

response to infant's'', the indicator of "uses soo thing 
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behaviors" was exhibited by five in the 12-16-year-old 

group. Fifteen of the 20-24-year-old group exhibited 

thi s behavior. 

For the indicator of "makes eye contact and talks to 

infant when quiet and alert", five of the 12-16-year-olds 

and 16 of the 20-24-year-olds exhibited this behavior. 

The remaining indicator in this group of behaviors was 

"meets infant's needs prior to own". Eight of the 12-16-

year-olds and 18 of the 20-24-year-olds exhibited this 

behavior. 

"Plans for ways to care for infant at home" was 

noteworthy. For the indicator of "has obtained basic 

supplies for infant ' s care", none of the 12-16-year-olds 

but all 18 of the 20-24-year-olds exhibited this behav ior. 

Only two of the 12-16-year-olds, whereas 16 of the 20-24-

year-olds "asked questions about infant's care". For the 

indicator "plans for well baby care" none of the 12-16-

year-olds while all 18 of the 20-24-year-olds exhibited 

this behavior. 

The null hypothesis for this study was: There will 

be no significant difference in the average maternal 

attachment score of 12-16-year-old primiparas compared 

to the average score of 20-24-year-old primiparas as 

observed at mother-newborn interaction during a scheduled 
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infant feeding period. To test this hypothesis, the 

mate rnal attachment scores for all subjects were computed 

and the Mann-Whitney U test was applied. The level of 

significance selected was .05. The Mann-Whitney U 

statistic was 22.50 and s igni ficant at the P = .001 level. 

The null hypothesis was rejected. 

Descriptive statistics for maternal attachment 

scores in both age groups are indicated in Table 2. The 

average score for the 12-16-year-old group was 13.33 out 

of a tota l of 35 items and 25.17 for the 20-24-year-old 

group. The median score for the 12-16-year-old group was 

12.50, and 26.50 for the 20-24-year-old group. Scores 

ranged from 5 to 29 for the 12-16-year-old group and 

18 to 29 for the 20-24-year-old group. Standard deviation 

for the 12-16-year-olds was 6.27 and 3.52 for the 20-24-

year-olds. 

Summary of Findings 

For all 35 maternal attachment indicators, the 12-16-

year-old group, with the exception of two indicators where 

the frequencies were the same, exhib ited fewer behaviors 

than the 20-24-year-old group. The average maternal 

attachment score was lower in the 12-16-year-old group than 

in the 20-24-year-old group. A significant difference 
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between the two age groups in the maternal attacheillent 

score was found. The null hypothesis for this study was 

rejected. 

Table 2 

Descriptive Statistics for Maternal Score in 
Adolescent and Young Adult Groups (N = 36) 

Statistic 

Mean 

Median 

Range 

S.D. 

12-16 
Age Group 

(N-18) 

13.33 

12.50 

5-29 

6.27 

20-24 
Age Group 

(N=l8) 

25.17 

26.50 

18-29 

3.52 



CHAPTER 5 

SUMMARY OF THE STUDY 

The problem of this study was to investigate and 

determine if there were significant differences in the 

maternal attachment behaviors exhibited by 12-16-year-old 

primiparas when compared to the 20-24-year-old primiparas 

toward the newborn infant . Frequencies of behaviors were 

observed, recorded, and compared for the two age g roups. 

Mothers in the older group exhibited more attachment 

behaviors than the younger group. The followin g 

hypothesis was stated in the null for this study : There 

will be no significant difference in the average maternal 

attacr~ent score of 12-16-year-old primiparas c ompared to 

the average score of 20-24-year-old primiparas as observed 

at mother-newborn interaction during a scheduled infant 

feeding period. Using statistical analys is , the differ

ences between the average maternal attachment scores for 

the two groups was found to be significant at the .05 

level. 

Summary 

A descriptive study was conducted to investigate and 

determine if there were d~fferences in the maternal 

74 
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attachment behaviors exhibited by 12-16-year-old 

primiparas and 20-24-year-old primiparas toward their 

newborn infants. The importance of the mother-infant 

relationship has been described in the literature. Any 

factor which inhibits adaptive behavior in the establish

ment of this relationship i s considered detrimental to 

the quality and quantity of the infant's life. The 

cognitive, emotional, and soc i al immaturity of the 

individual is considered to be such a factor,and with t he 

increase in adolescent pregnancies, many consider the 

immature mother to constitute one of the largest health 

problems of today (Mercer, 1977). 

Most of the studies on maternal-infant attachment 

have focused on the older mother. In establishing this 

important relationship, the mother has been observed t o 

respond to her infant in a predictable manner with a 

predictable pattern of behaviors. A search of the 

literature regarding the adolescent mother revealed that 

there was little information concerning t h e behaviors 

exhibited by the adolescent during the establishment of 

the mother-infant relationship. Many of the studies were 

concerned with the factors which impose hardships on 

adolescent mothers and the change in relationship with 

the adolescent's mother. 
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The proposal for this study was reviewed and 

approved by Texas Woman's University Human Subjects 

Review Committee and the participating clinical agencies. 

Informed consent was obtained from the individuals 

participating in the study before data collection began. 

Individuals participating in the study represented a 

convenience sampling selected from the clinic population 

of two large metropolitan hospitals. There were 36 

hospitalized primiparous mothers with their newborn 

infants . Eighteen of the subjects were in the 12-16 - y ear

old group and 18 subjects were in the 20-24-year-old 

group. All mothers had delivered vaginally and were able 

to feed and hold their infants. The infants did not 

exhibit abnormalities or complications. Observations were 

made of the mother-infant interaction in the hospital 

rooms on the second postpartum day during a scheduled 

infant feeding period. Frequencies of maternal attachment 

behaviors were recorded on a checklist and listed for the 

two age groups and combined group. Statistical analysis 

revealed a significant difference between groups on all but 

10 out of 35 of the individual behaviors. On each of the 

35 individual behaviors, the proportion of the 20-24-year

old mothers exhibiting an individual behavior was greater 
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than that of the 12-16-year-old group, except for two 

behaviors where the groups exhibited the same number of 

behaviors. Thus, there was a trend of the older mother 

exhibiting more of the attachment behaviors. 

The average maternal attachment score was determined 

fo r both age groups and combined group. By using 

s tatistical analysis, there was found to be a significant 

difference between the average maternal attachment score 

f or the two age group s. 

Discussion of Findings 

There is an o veral l trend for the 20-24-year-old 

subjects in this study to e x hibit more adapti v e attachment 

behav iors than the 12-16-year-old s u bjects in t hi s study. 

On all 35 individual behaviors, the 20-2 4 - y ear -o l d 

subjects exhibited the same or more attachement b e haviors . 

On all but 10 of the items, there was a si gni f icant 

difference found between the two groups, according t o 

statistical analysis. Since there were similarities in 

both age groups (primipara, vaginal delivery, no abnor

malities or complications of mother and infant , and 

ethnic diversity), age was considered to be a relative 

factor in the establishment of the mother-in f ant 
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re lationship. Immaturity of the adolescent mother is 

supported in the literature. 

The behaviors for which there were significant 

differences between the two groups appeared to be related 

t o the adolescent's difficulty in locating, identifying, 

and claiming the infant and has been described in t he 

literature. The 10 items which did not show a significant 

difference between t he two age groups did not appear to 

be age re lated . 

The difference in i ndiv idual attachment behavio r s wa s 

further supported by the significant difference in the 

a verage maternal attachment score found in the two age 

groups through stati stical analysis. The average attach

ment score for the 20-24-year-old subjects was higher 

than the average score for the 12-16-year-old s ubject s. 

Conclusion s a nd Implications 

The young adolescent mother is more in need of 

assistance in establishing the mother-infant relat ionship 

than is the young adult mother. Systematic assessment of 

maternal attachment aimed at this younger age group then, 

should be a primary concern for the health care profes-

sional. 

Because of the dive r sity of nursing practice , the 

implications for nur sing invol v emen t in the establishment 
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of maternal-infant attachment are numerous. Nurses must 

become more aware of their potential in providing 

continuous care to families throughout the childbearing 

cycle~ The experience and information obtained from 

providing this care adds to the development of knowledge 

and theory related to attachment and the adolescent 

moth er. 

Nurses teach antepartum classes, work as maternal 

heal th practitioners, provide direct care in the labor 

room and on the obstetric floor, visit mothers in the 

postpartum period,and/ or provide contraceptive co unsel i ng. 

The o pportunity e x ists for nurses to assess t h e d evelop

ment of attachment behavior for all age groups throughout 

the course of pregnancy, during the ear ly postpartum 

period and beyond, as the child matures. 

Nurses also have t h e potential for assuming a 

consumer advocacy role. This potential exists not only 

in intervention directed at assisting the adolescent to 

receive the immediate care desired, b u t also on the 

policy, decision-making, legislative, a nd governmen t level. 

For example, there should be support for establishing and 

maintaining programs aimed at prevention, such as sex 

education and parent education in the schools and on 
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television and educational programs for pregnant 

adolescents and adolescent mothers. 

Nurses can participate in educational programs for 

h ealth care professionals to improve communication skills 

and service delivery to adolescents. Nurses can also 

support counseling services f or the adolescent mother and 

her family, infant care programs so that the mother could 

return to school or wor k , and programs that encourage the 

stability of the ado le sce nt parent s , both emotionally and 

financiall y . Nurses can also support f amily-centere d 

maternity care and early antepartum care. Nurses can 

provide understanding and nurturing care for the adoles

cent mother so that she, in turn, can prov ide nur turing 

care for her infant. 

During the antepartum period, the nurse can assist 

the adolescent in accepting the reality of the pregnancy 

and record the presence or absence of developing maternal 

attachment behaviors. The nurse can also prov ide f o r 

continuity of care for the adolescent between antepartum 

clinics, delivery rooms, and postpartum units. 

While the adolescent is in labor, the nurse can 

provide solicitous care and assist the adolescent to 

maintain control. After birth and during the intrapartum 

period, the nurse can promote early mother-infant 
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i nteraction for the adolescent. The nurse can be alert 

f or signs of maladaptive attachment, such as refusal to 

t ouch or hold the infant. Observations can be made and 

r ecorded on the same observation guide for maternal 

behaviors from the antepartum period. 

Postpartally, the nurse can facilitate the mother

infant interaction by assisting the adolescent to explore 

and obtain information about her infant. Role modeling 

can be employed in addition to allowi ng the adolescent to 

share a hospital room with a more e xperienced mo t her. 

Explanation can be made that touch is a necessary sensory 

modality for the infant's normal growth and deve l opment, 

as is visualization and verbalization. 

The adolescent will need assistance in developing new 

coping behaviors and in assuming maternal responsibil i ty. 

In assisting the adolescent, the nurse may direct the 

relationship between the adolescent and her mother towards 

growth and allowance for independent actions. The 

adolescent will also need support and encouragemen t because 

her feelings of self-esteem and self-confidence may be 

very fragile during this time. In addition, the adolescent 

may need assistance as she learns to place the needs of 

another before her own needs. 
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Maladaptive patterns of mothering, such as refusal 

to care for the infant or careless handling of the infant 

can be reported to the pediatrician or family practitioner, 

obstetrician, maternal-child health nurse practitioner, 

and social worker. Care given to the adolescent and her 

infant can be constantly evaluated. Finally, follow-up 

service to adolescent families can be provided at 1 week, 

1 month, 6 months, and 1 year to assess the mother-infant 

interactionft 

Recommendations for Further Study 

The followi~g recommendations are submitted for 

further research of the adolescent mother-infant inter

action based on the investigator's experience with this 

study. 

1. A replication of the prese~t study with a larger 

sample size and control for sociocultural variables, such 

as marital status and previous child-care experiences. 

2. A descriptive study to determine if differences 

in attachment behavior occur because of cultural factors, 

i.e., controlling for ethnicity. 

3. A correlational study to determine the relationship 

between maladaptive maternal attachment of the adolescent 

and child abuse. 
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4. A longitudinal study of adolescent mothers at 

specific intervals to determine maternal attachment 

behaviors. 

5. A correlational study of adolescent mothers and 

their infants to determine the relationship between 

self-esteem and maternal attachment. 
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TEXAS W0'·11AN Is UNIVF.RSITY 

H~an Research Committee 

Name of Investigat or: Patricia Danne l Center: Dallas 

Address: 1221 i- est \-lashi n g to n Date: 1'2 / 13/79 

Sh erman, Texas 75090 

Dear t-!s. Danne_: 

Your study ent i tled Ar:tachmen c i3e i:avio r s of Adolescent a n d 

Youn g Adult P rimiparas 

has been reviewed by a committee o f the Human P.esearch 

Review Commi.ttee and 1 t appears to meet our require ment s 

in regard t~ protec~ion of the lndi~id~al's ~!g~ts . 

Please be reminded tha t both the University and the 

Department of Health, Education and Welfare regulations 

require that writter. consents must be obtained from all 

human subjects in your studies. These forms must be 

kept on file by you. 

Furthermore, should your project change, anot her 

review by the Committee is required, according to DH~H 

regulations. 

Sincerely, 

~~-~ 
Chairman, Human Re~earch 

Review Committee 

at Dall a s 
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AGENCY PERHISSION FOR CONDUCTING STUDY''' 

THE Parkland Memorial HosE_ital of Dallas 

GRANTS TO _______ P_a __ t_r_i_c_i_a __ K_l_·n~g~ __ D_a_n_n_e __ l ____________ ___ 

a student enrolled i n a progra_n oi nursing leading to a 
Haster' s Degree at Tex as ~..Joman ' s University , 

the privilege of it. s f a cilities in order to study the 
following problem: 

To investigate and determine if t h ere are differences i n 
attachment beh aviors exh ib i ted b y 12~ 1 6 y ear ol d 
primiparas when compared tn the at ta chment behaviors 
e xhibited b y 20 - 24 y e a r old primip a r a s . 

The conditions mu t ua l l y agreed upon a r e as foll ows : 

1. The agency (may) (me.r roc.) be identified i n the 
final repor t . 

2. The names o f consultative or administrative 
pe:::-sonnel in the agency (may) (ma:y n;rii) be 
identified in the final report. 

3. The agency (~~) (dces not wan t ) a conf er ence with 
the student when the report is completed. 

4. 

5. 

*Fill out and sign three copies to be distributed as 
follows: Original - Student; first copy - agenc y ; 
second copy - Texas Woman's _University. 
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AGENCY PERHISSION FOR CONDU CTING STUDY -;': 

THE St. Paul Ho sp ital of Dallas 

GRANTS TO Patricia King Dannel 

a student enrolled in a program of nursing leading to a 
Master's De gree at Texas Woman 's University, 

the privilege of its facili t ies in order to study the 
following problem: 

To investigate and cleter.nine if there are differenc es 
in attachment behaviors exhibit ed bv 12-16 year old 
primiparas when c ompared to the at t ~c hment ~ehaviors 
exhibited by 20-24 year old primip a r a s . 

The conditions mu tually agreed up on are as follo'\·7S : 

1. The agency (may) ~~) be identifj ed in the 
final report. 

2. The names of consultative or administrative 
personnel in the a genc y (may) Cma-~~t10!Y) 1

1 e 
identified in the final report. 

3. The agency ~) (does no t want ) a conf ere nee \vi th 
the student when the report is comple ted. 

!4-. The agency is (\vill ing ) Qun~'1ln~ t o a llo•.vr the 
completed report to be circulated t hrough 
interlibrary loan. 

5. Other: St. Paul reserves the right to approve of any 

published account of the a6mplet~d rep o rt . 

J 
Pe rsonnel 

*Fill out and sign three copies to be distr ibu t ed as 
follows: Original - Student; first copy - a gency ; 
second c opy - Texas Woman's Univers ity. 
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St. Paul Hospital 

TO: 

FROM: 

DA'rE: 

RE: 

Dr. S t an ley Feld, Chairman 
St. Paul Medical Staff Research Committee 

Dr. Alvin Brekken 
Director of Ob stetric- Gynecology Training 

February 6 , 198 0 

Research Pro tocol submit~ed ~y Patr i cia Dannel, R. N., 
Graduate Student , T . W. U. 

Ms. Dannel spoke to che OB-Gyn section ~eeting and was given 
unan imo us approval to investigate ~he following problem at 
St. Paul Hospital 

'l'o investisatE: ai"ld dE:teru,ine if thel-e any 
differe nces in attachme nt beh~viors exhibite d 
by 12-16 year o l d primipa~as when compared to 
t he attachme.nt behaviors exhibited bv 2 0- 24 
year old primiparas . -

Sincerely / yoursr 

/ 'l : . /" 
~ I \ , - I I 

. . ~ / I ::;;(__ L - .. :___. t_ 

' -or. Aivin Brekken 

In Southwestem MEdical Center 

5909 Harry Hines Blvd.· Da llas. Texas 75235 ·Phone 2141689-2000 
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St. Paul Hospital 
February 18, 1980 

TO: Dr. Stanley Feld 

FROM: Betty Grice 

RE: Research protocol su~~itted by ?atricia Dannell , ~.~., Texas 
Woman's Univ2rsity grad·J.ate student 

Mrs. Da:mell proposes "t o invesc.i t;ate and dete~ine i:' there are 
differences in at":ad.rr:e::t be~aviors exhi biteC. oy .:. 2- l6 yea r o ::.. c: 
prl.lD.l.paras w-hen compared to the attachment ·oenaviors exhi ai te d '::y 
20-24 year old primiparas." 

The fi::-st three paJ;ers require your s i?!'lature. The ~'.l!:.arc r\ e;:;earch 
Comn:i ttee ap:;:roval is ap_ ::1dix A in the ":Jac~ and t C:. e f o r.n f.:;!' t.i1e 
subject to sign is appe!1dix C. 

Mrs. Dannell appeared before the OB-Gyn sec-:ion mee':.i :,g several 
weeks ago a!1d T .. ·as g::-ar.ted. pernission to c:;r1d·J.:::t her research . ·,,ie are 
assuming that ~ost of he::- pa~ie~ts will be Clinic pat ient s so ~::-. 

Bre~~en ag::-eed to send ze a ~Ti tt e!1 note ccr.fi~i!'lg the ap~r~val. 
However, he hasn't been here for the past several ~eeks, and. Jr. ~eed 

suggested ! inform you th '?.t the group did give appr-:)Va.i s c you could 
go ahead and sign it. 

Thank you so muct. 

BG/gj 

Sir.cerel~r , 

A ~~ 
~ ..;/~~. <.... 

1 
Betty Grice. P.~., M.S. 
Coordinator, Af~ilia~e Stu~e~ts 

In Southwestern Medical Center 

5909 Harry Hines Blvd . · Dallas. Texas 75235 ·Phone 214 : 689-2000 
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Consent Fom 
TEXAS HOMAN'S UNIVERSITY 

COLLEGE OF NURSING 

Written presentation to subject) 

Consent to Act as a Subject for Research and Investigation: 

The following information is to be read to or read by the 
subject. One copy of this form, signed and witnessed, 
must be given to each subject. A second copy must be 
retained by the investigator for filing with the Chairman 
of the Fuman Subjects Review Committee. A third copy may 
be made for the investigator's files. 

1. I hereby authorize Patricia Dannel 
(Name of person ( s) who vJill perform 
procedure(s) or investigation(s) 

to perform the follo"~:.v ing procedure ( s) or inves tiga
tion(s): (Describe in detail) 

Observation of mother and newborn infant for 20 
minutes during a scheduled infant feeding period. 

2. The procedure or investigation listed in Paragraph 1 
has been explained to me by Patricia Dannel 

(Name) 

3. (a) I understand that the procedures or investiga
tions described in Paragraph 1 involve the 
following possible risks or discomforts: 
(Describe in detail) 

1) 

2) 

3) 

The presence of an observer may cause the 
feeling of self-consciousness. 
The information given may be improperl y 
released and could cause public embarrass
ment. 
The concern that health care may be altered 
due to participation or nonparticipation in 
the study. 
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( Form A - Continuation) 

3. (b) I understand that the procedures and investiga
tions described in Paragraph 1 have the following 
potential benefits to myself and/or others: 

1) To assist nurses and other medical profes
sionals in improving the care given to 
mothers and their newborn infants. 

2) To enable t he mothers of newborn inf ants to 
exper ience a more positive relationship with 
their infants . 

(c) I understand t h a t - No medical serv ice or com
p ensation i s prov ided to s u b jects by t he 
university as a result o f in~ ury from partici
pation i n res e arch. 

4 . An o f fer to a n swer all of my que st ions rega rd i ng t h e 
study has been made . If al t ernat i v e procedures are 
more advanta g e ous to n1e, t h e y have been explain e d . 
I understand that I ma y terminate my p ar t ic ip a t ion 
in the study at any time. 

Subject's Signature Da t e 

(If the subject is a minor, or otherwise unab le t o s ign, 
complete the following:) 

Subject is a minor (age ____ ) , or is unab l e t o sign 
because: 

Signatures (one required) 

Father Dat e 

Mother Date 

Guardian Date 

Witness (one required) Date 
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ORAL PRESENTATION 

Hello, I am Patricia Dannel, a registered nurse and a 

graduate nursing student from Texas Woman's University. 

As part of the requirements to complete my master's degree 

in maternity nursing, I am conducting a study on mothers 

and their newborn infants . I would like to have you 

assist ffie with this study by allowing me to observe you 

and your newborn infant for 20 minutes during a scheduled 

infant feeding period. Your participation would b e 

greatly appreciated. 

You may continue as if I were not in the room while I 

stand (sit) quietly. vfuile I am in the room I will be 

utilizing a checklist. Names will not be used on the 

checklist. Information gathered will not be seen by any

one other than myself. Data determined by the study will 

be reported only on a group basis, thus no individual 

information will be released. Confidentiality will also 

be assured by coding the results of the study . 

I will not be able to answer questions or offer 

assistance during the study. Should you become uncomfort

able because of my presence, you will be free to dis

continue participation and results will be voided. 

Another minor possible risk to this study, is the improper 
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release of information which might result in public 

embarrassment. As previously stated, information will be 

seen only by the investigator and results will not be 

released to anyone on an individual basis. Also, you may 

be assured that the health care that you receive will in 

no way be affected by your decision to participate or not 

to participate in this study. You may keep a signed and 

witnessed copy of the consent f o rm and written 

explanation. Upon request , you may also have a copy of 

the summary of the results of the study. 

If you are younger than 16 years of age, your parent 

and/or guardian must also sign the consent form. I will 

leave this form with you to be signed and will return 

later to collect the form. 
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Critical 
Attachment 
Tasks 

Observes 
Infant's 
Appearance 

Observes 
Infant's 
Behaviors 

Identifies 
Infant's 
Physical 
Condition 
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CATHERINE CROPLEY'S OBSERVATION GUIDE 

FOR MATERNAL BEHAVIORS 

Criteria of Attachment 
Indicators 

Spends time looking at bab y . 
other than when providing care. 

Inspects or reviews head, 
trunk, and extremities. 

Partially unwLaps or undresses 
baby t o observe body fe a tures. 

Corrnnents on baby's features, 
e.g., size, sex, hair , etc. 

Talks to baby or smiles in 
response to infant's movements . 

Comments on baby's behavior, 
e.g., opening eyes, grasping 
with hand. 

Comments on infant's bodily 
functions, e.g. , wetting, · 
sucking, burping, etc. 

Makes realistic statements 
about condition. "Her eyes are 
not so puffy today." Or, "He 
looks so pale." 

Asks questions about condition, 
e.g., "What is the mark on her 
head?" Or, "Is he getting 
better?" 

Observed 
Behaviors 



Critical 
Attachment 
Tasks 

Sees Infant 
as Another 
Human 
Being 

Includes 
Infant in 
the Family 

Talks to 
Infant 

Establishes 
Eye Contact 
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OBSERVATION GUIDE (continued) 

Criteria of Attachment 
Indicators 

Has selected a name for the bab y . 

Uses given or af f ectionate name 
wh en talking to or about baby. 

As s ociates i nfant' s character
istic s, e . g . , !THe look s like a 
footbal l player." Or, "She looks 
like a re a l bab y now." 

Attempts t o associate i nfant 's 
c haracter i stics with those of 
other f amil y members, e.g. , "She 
has her daddy 's e y es. ' ' Or, "He 
doesn ' t look like anyone else in 
the family." -

Talks or sings to infant. 

Uses en face position . 

Changes o~m position or that of 
infant to establish e y e contac t . 

Stimulates infant to open e y es by 
shielding them from the light or 
by using other maneuvers. 

Observed 
Behaviors 



Critical 
Attachment 
Tasks 

Demon
strates 
Physical 
Closeness 

Changes 
Behaviors 
in Response 
to Infant's 
Behavior 
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OBSERVATION GUIDE (continued) 

Criteria of Attachment 
Indicators 

When handed infan t , reach es out 
to receive b a b y . 

Uses fingertip s on head and 
extremiti e s . 

Uses p alms on infant' s trunk. 

Enf ol ds inf ant i n arms and h o lds 
a gainst her bo d y . 

I£ infant hosDitali z ed after 
mother discharged , v isits a 
minimum of twice a \veek , for 
not less t han thirty minutes 
per visit. 

Hhen infant is fuss y , attempts to 
soothe by patting , cuddling , rock 
ing or talking to bab y . 

Does not continue behaviors wh i ch 
upset infant, or behaviors to 
which infant does not respon d. 

Hhen infant is quiet and alert , 
makes eye contact and talks to 
baby. 

Meets infant's needs prior to 
her own, e.g., "I'll feed him 
now and have breakfast later . " 

Observed 
Behaviors 



Critical 
Attachment 
Tasks 

Recognizes 
Infant's 
Needs and 
Provides 
Appropriate 
Care 

Plans for 
~·Jays to 
Care for 
Infant 
at Home 

Perception 
of Infant 
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OBSERVATION GUIDE (continued) 

Criteria of Attachment 
Indicators 

Readil y 9articioates in care 
when asked. 

Recognizes baby' s needs and 
attempts to meet t hem or 
cornmunica te them to someone \vho 
can , e. g . ~ changes s h irt after 
bab y s pits up, or cha n ge s wet 
diaper. 

Handles baby in a manner wh ich 
is comfortable for infant, e.g., 
infant ' s hea d and body are well 
support ed and infant ls handled 
gently with smooth rath er than 
jerky movements. 

Has obtained basic supplies for 
infant's care, prior ~b infant's 
discharge. 

Asks questions about care , e.g., 
feeding schedule, formula 
preparation, cord care, etc. 

Has made plans for or asks 
assistanc~ with plans for we ll 
baby care. 

Comments about babv are 
predominantly posi~ive . 

Smiles frequentl y when 
looking at infant or when 
talking to or about baby. 

Observed 
Behaviors 



Critical 
Attachment 
Tasks 

Perception 
of Self 
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OBSERVATION GUIDE (continued) 

Criteria of Attachment 
Indicators 

Comments about self are 
predominant l y positive. 

Expresses satisfaction with 
mothering role. 

Total Number of Behaviors Observed 

Date Time ------- ----------------
Situation 

Observed 
Behaviors 

--------------------------------------------------·-----------------------------------
Code if 

----------------------------
Date of delivery _______________________________________________________________ _ 
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c "' ' '' ... . .. .. . 

-~7 CHARLES R . 

\,~ Di~ cn~w 
1621 Eas t 120th S! reet 

Los A,ge1es Ca l ,/.') r ~· . a 9GJ59 

Telephone: (213) 603-31-H 

-,~-.: POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL SCHOOL 

Department or ObslelfiCS ana Gyneco iog •,-

July 26, 1979 

Ms. Pat Danne l 
1221 W. Weshington 
Sherman, 7exas 75090 

Dear ~s. Dannel, 

Ma rt1, lul her Kong . .: r Gere ·al !-l es e -,, 

'20? 1 \V .I "n• n :; :-:or A,c~ . : · ' 

I am happy to g rant rr.y permission as well as that of Sharon Penn i rtgton 
for you to use t he ":·!aternal Attachment ':' ool" published in th e Current 
Pracllce in Obstetci ~ and Gvn~co l og ic ~ursing, 1976, in you r gradua te 
research project. 

As Mrs. Pennington cannot be l~ cated , the C.V. Mosby Company has given 
me the res~onsibil i t y of granting permission for her. 

I would be very interested in a suiT~ary of your research results. ~o~ 

can communicate with ~e through my home or work address. 

Sincerely, 

Occl~r0¥£-6:~{. 
Catherif?e Cropley / 
Neonatal Nurse Educ · or 

Home Address: 4129-Jasmine Avenue 
Culver City, CA 90230 

CC/bjc 



Ms. Pat Da.nnel 
1221 West Washing ton 
Sherman, Texas 75()90 

Dear Pat, 
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October 1), 1979 

You have both r:ry permission and that of Sharon Pennington to use 

the Maternal Attachment Tocl found in Current Practice in :Obstetric and 

Gynecologic Nursi~~' 1976 ir. your Master's thesis. In addition I also gnL~t 

permission for you to u~ the "Observation Guide fer Maternal Eehaviors" fotmd 

in Suzanne Hall J ohnson 9 s ~i~h ~sk Pa~ntir.~ , 1979. 
I am sendi ng under separat e cover a xeroxed copy of the original 

study, hopir~ t hat it may as sist you wi~~ some of the questions we discussed . 

I note that we did indeed give poir.ts to t!'":e additional behaviors ·,.e 

reco~:~.Jnended. I a:n ~OI"':J I ;.:::>.s not acle t r. r;;.'1.il it until tcc2.:: , ":ju: it 

has been s~nt First Class, s o hopefully you will have it before long . 

Do let me know if I can be of any further assistance. I do enjoy talking 

vi th so~teone who shares a common interest. 

I know what an eno~ous task it is to complete a ~~esis and I 'm sure 

it has been made even more difficult because of the personal matters that 

have taken your time and energy. Once completed, I'm sure y ou will f eel 

good about the study and hopef ully be able to use the findin gs in many 

ways. Let me know how you are coming and good luckf 

Sincerely , 

C0l-;U-~i/-; 
;; 

Catherine Cropley 
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Mr. David T. Miller 

1221 West Washington 
Sherman, Texas 75090 
October 20, 1979 

J. B. Lippincott Co~pany 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19105 

Dear Mr. Miller, 

To complete my Master's Thesis in nursing at Texas 
Woman's University, I am conducting a study on 
maternal attachment b:;haviors of the adolescent primi
para as compared to her older counterpart. My study 
will involve thirty s~bjects. With your permission, 
I wollld like to utilize the "Observ2. tio!l Guid.s for 
Maternal Behaviors" fo~~d in High P.isk Parenting, 
1979 on pages 30-Jl. 

At preser-t, I am writing the author for written per
mission to use the aforementioned instrQment. 

Thank you very much for your assistance. 

Sincerely yours, 

rrw--n~~J 
Pat Dan.11.el 
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DEHOGHAPHIC DATA 

Code # --------------------------

Age -------------------------------

Number of Pregnancy ------------

Ethnic GrouD --------------------
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